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Testimonials
The most fantastic thought is that colour has been present 
and prevalent since the dawn of time and it really is nothing 
new. Not a new fad or idea but what has been instrumental 
for lifetimes... The colour phenomenon speaks for itself. Colour 
Energy has just created a forum to facilitate what we need to 
appreciate from Mother Earth. Thank You for that forum.
Darlene Lacharity, Salon Secrets, Venosta, QC

Even though I am a small business, everyone in your company 
treats me as if I’m a big important company. I really appreciate 
all the support, tips and updates to help my business be more 
successful. 
Susan Weidemann, Healthy Body Mind & Soul, Calgary, AB

...I am so happy to be in business with a supplier like you. You 
make it a pleasure to work with you.
Nicole Sullivan, Lemuria Healing Arts, Victoria, BC

The more of your products I try, the more hooked I am!! We 
would like to put your products on our website… I will be 
placing an order very soon. Adding to the line in the store.
Erin Middlebrooks, Dragon Horse, Sidney, BC

I am so excited to be working with your company, and I love your 
products. Thank you for your patience while we got set up.
Charis Curtis, President/CEO
Prema Sai Wholistic Living, Calgary, AB

Colour Energy Prepacks & Kits
Colour Energy Prepacks & Kits 42, 43



Philosophy of Colour Energy
Colour is pure energy. Each colour of the rainbow has a different frequency and power that 

reaches us through light rays. Light stimulates our body’s endocrine system, which is connected 
to our energy centres (chakras). All organs, body systems and functions are connected to these energy centres.  

Light consists of the seven colour energies: Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and Violet.
Our body absorbs light energy for nourishment on a daily basis. As well, our other senses can receive additional  

colour energy through a balance of different coloured foods, herbs, vitamins, minerals, gemstones, 
aromatherapy, essences, sound, colour therapy eyewear, clothing, decor and colour bathing.

Colour Energy Mandate
The concept of COLOUR ENERGY is to educate and provide you
with products that you can use to tap into the power of colour.

Welcome to Colour Energy’s 
Educational Catalogue
We are pleased to present you with COLOUR ENERGY’s expanded catalogue. It was developed to give you a quick, easy 
understanding of our wonderful line of colour and chakra therapy products. All products shown are stocked and ready 
to ship immediately.

Founded in 1989 in Oslo, Norway, COLOUR ENERGY is today the world leader in colour and chakra products, services 
and education. Our line consists of mainly organic, therapeutic quality items with environmentally friendly packaging. 
We source directly from producers in several countries to ensure unique products and highest grade essential oils and 
blends at affordable prices. Consistent, superior quality and on-going education has been the hallmark of our success. 
No effort is spared to meet our stringent quality standard, enabling us to unconditionally guarantee all of our products!

To remain the leader and pioneer in the field of colour energy, we constantly look for new products to complement 
our line that will help people to reach their maximum body, mind & spiritual potential! Because our personal energy 
demands change rapidly, we are positioned to help you, our customer, to be on the cutting edge of vibrational medicine.

I wish to extend my personal thanks to each of you for your continued support of our company and concept and for 
your enthusiasm toward our products and services. As always, we value any comments, suggestions and recommendations 
that you may have.

If you have any questions or don’t see what you need, please call us for assistance.

Thank you for choosing COLOUR ENERGY!

Susanne Murphy
Vice President 
COLOUR ENERGY CORPORATION
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COLOUR BATH is organic and non-toxic… Safe to use, great 
for people of all ages and for people with skin sensitivities 
or allergies.

COLOUR BATH is known to change the colours of one’s aura… 
A proven chakra tool that increases an energy centre’s vitality.

mood… Even the Mental Health Association has stated that 
colour enhances a person’s state of mind and general 
well-being.

By simply bathing in a pure hue you can energize the correlating 
colour’s chakra on an emotional, mental, physical or spiritual 
level.

Note: COLOUR BATH is not a synthetic agent or a chemical dye. 
The colour pigment is totally natural and very vibrant. Colour 
itself is a healing vibration and the stronger and more pure the 
colour, the more powerful the energy! COLOUR BATH was created  
for its colour therapeutic and healing properties. A simple 
colour treatment that helps to balance your chakra system!

I have been reading about Colour Energy 
for some time and finally tried one of your 
Colour Baths the other day. WOW! I must 
say even though I believe and have experi-
enced many times how colour effects me, 

I still held some scepticism about Colour 
Baths. Well, not any more. By the time I 

climbed out of my vibrant green bath (20 
minutes only) I was a new woman in a way 
that no other bath has transformed me. I’m 
sold. I have an Esthetic/ Reflexology Studio 

in my home and am very interested in carrying 
your Colour Baths to retail in my Studio to 

continue my support of clients on their  
journey to balance and happiness.

Colette Freeman, Prince George, BC

Colour Bath ®

Bathe in a colour of the rainbow and energize that energy centre (chakra)! Water is the giver of life and energy flows from colour… 
and together they create the ultimate bath experience!

Information subject to change without notice.
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Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Colour Bath ®
BATH THERAPY... FOR CHILDREN, ADULTS & THE BATHING CONNOISSEUR

Each colour of the spectrum of light vibrates at a different frequency thereby giving you its own special qualities and 
influence. Colour has its own powerful language. Since our human development begins in a water environment (the 
womb and giver of life), imagine the strength and power when colour and water are combined!

Testimonial
As a small child enduring much abuse, about the only thing that gave me hope was 
color. As a therapist and Reiki Master teacher, I incorporate color into all my healing 
sessions. And I restore myself by taking Colour Baths before work. My daytime job 
as a crime victim counselor is stressful and intense. The baths before work in the 
morning help me stay balanced and sensitive in my work with people. Just wanted 
to thank you for your understanding of the healing energy of color.

Lynne Newman, Monroe, NY

BATHE IN ONE 
COLOUR REGULARLY 

FOR 21 DAYS...  
FEEL THE SHIFT  

HAPPEN!

A Complete Body, Mind & Soul Treatment
COLOUR ENERGY carries several products that were developed to strengthen your chakra system and the various layers of 
your aura. A simple yet powerful method to support your body’s multi-dimensional vitality levels is a 20 minute COLOUR 
BATH or footbath treatment together with several drops of COLOUR ENERGY’s corresponding Chakra Blend and 2-3 
Tablespoons of our authentic Dead Sea Salts. 

Go a step further and play the correlating music from our Through the Rainbow CD, use the matching colour Essence, 
light a Chakra Incense stick or candle... immerse yourself in the power of the colour by stimulating all your senses!

 Stock # Description

 10001 Red Colour Bath Envelope

 10002 Orange Colour Bath Envelope

 10003 Yellow Colour Bath Envelope

 10004 Green Colour Bath Envelope

 10005 Blue Colour Bath Envelope

 10007 Indigo Colour Bath Envelope

 10006 Violet Colour Bath Envelope 

 10008 Turquoise Colour Bath Envelope

 10009 Pink Colour Bath Envelope 

 51103 Envelope Kit Display

Envelo!s – 20-25"l1-2 B#$es

 Stock # Description

 20001 Red Colour Bath Bottle

 20002 Orange Colour Bath Bottle

 20003 Yellow Colour Bath Bottle

 20004 Green Colour Bath Bottle

 20005 Blue Colour Bath Bottle

 20007 Indigo Colour Bath Bottle

 20006 Violet Colour Bath Bottle 

 20008 Turquoise Colour Bath Bottle

 20009 Pink Colour Bath Bottle 

 51105 Bottle Kit Display

B%ttles – 250"l10-12 B#$es

Call 1.800.225.1226 for ordering details.

NEW 
BIGGER 
BOTTLE

2
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Since ancient times Dead Sea Salts have been known for their 
therapeutic and healing properties. Our salts are 100% pure authentic 
Dead Sea Salts and are unscented, containing no fillers or additives.

The Dead Sea is one of the world's richest sources of minerals. 
Therefore, the salts that come from the Dead Sea have a high 
mineral content. Dead Sea Salts are noted for their therapeutic 
qualities that help relieve sore muscles, arthritic and rheumatoid 
pain, psoriasis, eczema, tension headaches, joint and foot aches 
while adding nourishment and softness to skin. They can assist 

with certain skin conditions by restoring lost essential minerals thus 
giving the skin a more healthy glow and youthful appearance. As 
the salts absorb moisture they help detoxify the body. This includes 
absorbing cellulite and toxins through the pores of the skin.

Water mixed with Dead Sea Salts has been shown to promote a 
greater feeling of well-being. As well, since an anti-wrinkle effect 
is often a very desired result from the consumer viewpoint, it is 
quite certain that Dead Sea Salts will be a regular and successful 
seller in today's health and wellness market.

Testimonial
I have been promoting anti-aging products for several years and am always 
looking for tools that support beauty and wellness. When I tried your Dead 
Sea Salts for the first time (using only 2 Tablespoons as suggested) I was 
surprised at the results. After the bath my skin felt fantastic (very soft 
and supple), my body was extremely relaxed and no muscle aches after-
wards. I also experienced a very detoxifying effect. Powerful, powerful!  
 
I plan on promoting your Salts and using them myself regularly as 
part of my anti-aging treatments. As well I have been using your Rose 
Hydrosol Spray and have noticed that my skin is softer and no longer dry.
Doreen Kilkenny, Maple Ridge, BC

Information subject to change without notice.

Colour Energy® Dead Sea Salts
For thousands of years, the minerals found in the Dead Sea have been reported to offer extraordinary benefits. In the 
Bible it is mentioned that the Queen of Sheba was presented with Dead Sea Salts from King Solomon upon her visit to 
the Holy Land. As well the Empress Cleopatra apparently urged Marc Antony to conquer the Dead Sea region so that 
she would be guaranteed a bountiful supply of the Dead Sea minerals.

COMBINE DEAD SEA SALTS WITH A COLOUR BATH® AND A FEW DROPS OF A COLOUR ENERGY  
ESSENTIAL OIL OR CHAKRA BLEND... AND EXPERIENCE A DEEP CELLULAR ENERGY TREATMENT!

 Stock # Description

 60721 Dead Sea Salts, Fine Grain – 100g Bag 

 60722 Dead Sea Salts, Extra Fine – 100g Bag

 60751 Dead Sea Salt Sampler Kit – 24 Bags & Display 

 60701 Dead Sea Salts, Fine Grain – 500g/16oz Jar

 60702 Dead Sea Salts, Extra Fine – 500g/16oz Jar 

 60703 Dead Sea Salts, Fine Grain – 1 Kg/2.2lb Bag

 60704 Dead Sea Salts, Extra Fine – 1 Kg/2.2lb Bag 

 60705 Dead Sea Salts, Fine Grain – 5 Kg/11lb Pail

 60706 Dead Sea Salts, Extra Fine – 5 Kg/11lb Pail 

 60707 Dead Sea Salts, Fine Grain – 25 Kg/55lb Sack

 60708 Dead Sea Salts, Extra Fine – 25 Kg/55lb Sack

Ask about our private labelling program or bulk pricing

D&a' S&( S#)ts

The Healing Power of
the Dead Sea... In Your Bath

Fine Grain                    Extra Fine Grain

Dead Sea Salt
Sampler Kit: 

24 x 100g Bags
in a display box
Stock #60751

100g Bag 
Stock #60721-22

1 Kilo Bag 
Stock #60703-4

500g Jar 
Stock #60701-2

3
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CLEANSER: Removes excess oils, impurities and make-up leaving  
the skin feeling smooth, clean, refreshed and healthy looking. 
Excellent for shaving and ideal for sensitive and acne prone skin. 
Follow with COLOUR ENERGY's Toner.

TONER: This astringent diminishes pores, revitalizes the skin, 
removes excess cleanser and helps to restore the skin's natural 
pH level. Contains therapeutic essential oils. Follow with either 
COLOUR ENERGY's Exfoliant or Moisturizer treatment. 

EXFOLIANT: Gently eliminates impurities and dead skin cells and 
stimulates cellular renewal – making your skin softer and younger 

looking. Once the dead cells are removed the exfoliant's essential 
oil base enables the skin to rejuvenate. The soft exfoliant beads 
help bring out fresher new skin for a healthier glow. Apply to 
face or rough patches of skin as necessary or 3-4 times a week. 
Follow with COLOUR ENERGY's Moisturizer.

MOISTURIZER: Our intensive moisturizing cream produces supple 
skin as it has a quick absorption rate while maintaining optimum 
skin moisture balance. Leaves face, hands, body and lips feeling 
smooth and soft. Apply generously and as often as needed for 
skin rejuvenation and repair. Use day and night.

Colour Energy® Spa Collection 
Ayurvedic Skin Care Line
COLOUR ENERGY combined with ancient Ayurvedic principles is “Colour Nutrition™” for the skin! COLOUR ENERGY's 
Ayurvedic line is a complete skin care system, and the inspiration for this formula comes from a leading Hollywood formulator  
together with our team of skin care professionals and aroma and therapy experts. This incredible nourishing therapeutic 
line of skin care products is only available through COLOUR ENERGY. COLOUR ENERGY's natural skin care products are 
hypo-allergenic with no artificial fragrances, perfumes or colours.

BASIC SKIN CARE PROGRAM
COLOUR ENERGY's Basic Skin Care Program is suitable for all skin types. Our unique blending of ingredients combats 
premature aging while delivering therapeutic properties to rejuvenate the skin and promote a more youthful appearance.

AYURVEDIC “COLOUR-CODED” MASKS
All masks contain natural Kaolin and Colloidal clays, Spirulina (rich in minerals) and a specially formulated combination of 
colour-coded therapeutic essential oils. COLOUR ENERGY's Ayurvedic Masks have been designed to tone and rejuvenate 
the skin through their detoxifying and cleansing action, while at the same time providing a gentle yet deep moisturizing 
effect. Follow with COLOUR ENERGY's Ayurvedic Facial Cream and Anti-Aging Serum. Choose from:

AYURVEDIC “COLOUR-CODED” FACIAL CREAMS
COLOUR ENERGY Facial Creams contain purified water, MSM, 
Sunflower Oil, Herbal Extracts, Vitamins A, D and E, C-Ester, DMAE, Alpha 
Lipoic Acid, Co-Q10, Organic Fruit Acids, Glyceryl Monostearate 
and a specially formulated combination of colour-coded therapeutic 
essential oils unique to each Ayurvedic constitution. 

All COLOUR ENERGY Ayurvedic Facial Creams have been designed to 
repair the skin. Choose from: Vata, Pitta or Kapha.

AYURVEDIC “COLOUR-CODED” FACIAL/EYE SERUMS
COLOUR ENERGY Facial Serums contain C-Ester, DMAE, Vitamins A 
and E, Alpha Lipoic Acid, Organic Fruit Acids, Co-Q10 in a base of 
specially formulated combinations of colour-coded therapeutic essential 
oils (for each Ayurvedic constitution), MSM and Rosehip Oil. 

All COLOUR ENERGY Ayurvedic Facial/Eye Serums are concentrated 
formulas that have been designed to revitalize and nourish the skin 
while reducing the effects of aging. Choose from: Vata, Pitta or 
Kapha.

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

 Stock # Description

 60801 Cleanser – For all skin types
 60802 Toner – For all skin types
 60803 Exfoliant – For all skin types
 60804 Moisturizer – For all skin types
 60805 Vata Mask – For dry skin
 60806 Pitta Mask – For combination skin
 60807 Kapha Mask – For normal skin
 60808 Vata Facial Cream – For dry skin
 60809 Pitta Facial Cream – For combination skin
 60810 Kapha Facial Cream – For normal skin
 60811 Vata Facial/Eye Serum – For dry skin
 60812 Pitta Facial/Eye Serum – For combination skin
 60813 Kapha Facial/Eye Serum – For normal skin

Ayurvedi* S+i, Ca-

Basic Skin Care Program

All COLOUR ENERGY  
Moisturizers and Creams contain 

 ingredients to protect the skin from  
sunburn and harmful UV rays. Product 

profile available upon request.

4
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Our 100% pure essential oils are the best on the market! COLOUR ENERGY quality oils are excellent for both practitioner 
and personal use. Encourages deep healing, supporting the unity of body, mind & spirit.

COLOUR ENERGY high quality 100% pure therapeutic essential oils…  clean, unadulterated and free of synthetic 
agents. Containing only pure organic plant essences.

COLOUR 
BATH®… Imagine the full awakening of your senses when you combine COLOUR ENERGY aromatherapy with the 
energy from COLOUR BATH and “rainbow music” (see info on our powerful chakra music therapy CD) for a complete 
sensory experience.

Attractive easy to use  
colour-coded labelling allows 

for quick cross reference to the 
body and chakra systems.

Information subject to change without notice.

Qua)ity Y%u Ca, Tru.!

Colour Energy® Colour-Coded Pure Essential Oils

 Stock # Description Colour(s)

 4085 Arnica, 16% (Arnica montana) – Relieves Aches & Pains, Totally Invigorating Blue/Indigo 

 4010 Basil (Ocimum basilicum) – Alleviates Depression, Sharpens the Senses Yellow

 4011 Benzoin (Styrax benzoe), 50% in dispersant – Increases Confidence, Security & Motivation Red/Orange 

 4012 Bergamot (Citrus bergamia) – Uplifting, Centering, Enhances Joy, Relieves Stress Yellow

 4013 Birch, Sweet (Betula lanta), Wild – Purifying, Mentally Refreshing, Fosters Dignity Yellow 

 4111 Birch, Yellow (Betula alleghaniensis) – Mentally Balancing, Boosts Self-Esteem Yellow

 4014 Black Pepper (Piper nigrum) – Stimulating, Grounding, Encourages Assertion & Action  Red 

 4015 Camphor, White (Cinnamomum camphora) – Clarifying, Prevents Physical & Mental Aging Violet

 4016 Carrot Seed (Daucus carota) – Toning, Promotes Joy, Inner Strength & Expansion Orange 

 4017 Cedarwood (Juniperus virginiana) – Comforting, Balancing, Improves Concentration Green

 4087 Cedarwood, Atlas (Cedrus Atlantica) – Relieves Anxiety, Stress & Depression Yellow 

 4018 Chamomile, Blue (Matricaria recutila) – Calming, Cultivates Patience & Peacefulness Blue

 4019 Chamomile, Roman (Anthemis nobilis) – Soothing, Regenerative, Creates Tranquility Blue 

 4020 Chamomile, Roman 10% in Jojoba – Replenishing, Calming, Healing, Clarifying Blue

 4021 Champa Mix (Michelia champaca): Champa, Jasmine & Basil – Happiness, Soothes the Heart Green 

 4022 Cinnamon (Cinnamomum zeylanicum) – Liberating, Energizing, Strengthening, Warming Red

 4023 Citronella (Cymbopogon nardus) – Encourages Thoughtfulness, Versatility & Assertiveness Yellow 

 4024 Clary Sage (Salvia sclarea) – Centering, Fosters Open Communication & Tranquility Turquoise

 4025 Clove bud (Eugenia caryophyllata) – Invigorating, Strengthens Memory & Self-Awareness Red 

 4026 Coriander (Silvestris and szilas) – Emotionally Cleansing, Creates Optimism & Enthusiasm Yellow

 4028 Cypress (Cupressus sempervirens) – Spiritually Cleansing, Calms Irritation & Anger Green 

 4029 Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) – Cleansing, Balancing, Soothing Green

 4030 Eucalyptus (Radiata) – Emotionally Strengthening, Improves Harmony & Receptivity Green 

 4031 Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare) – Promotes Self-Confidence, Assertiveness, Spiritual Awareness Yellow

 4032 Fir, Balsam (Abies Balsamea) – Freeing, Liberating, Expanding, Opening Green 

 4033 Frankincense (Boswellia carteri) – Spiritually Vitalizing, Meditative, Restorative Indigo

 4034 Frankincense, 10% in Jojoba – Emotionally Elevating, Protecting Indigo 

 4035 Geranium (Pelargonium masperum) – Refreshing, Balances Hormones & Mental State Blue

 4036 Ginger (Zingiber officinale) – Uplifting, Sharpens the Mind & Aids Memory  Yellow 

 4037 Grapefruit (Citrus paradisi) – Detoxifying, Cleansing, Reviving, Energizing Yellow

 4038 Helichrysum, (Helichrysum italicum) – Spiritually Uplifting, Rejuvenating Pink 

 4039 Hyssop (Hyssopus officinalis) – Spiritually & Emotionally Purifying, Healing, Transforming Violet

NATURAL COLOUR ENERGY AROMATHERAPY – COLOUR MAKES SCENTS™
Essential Oils are the life force in every living plant, providing benefits that enhance and enrich the body, mind and soul. 
Our broad range of therapeutic oils are proven to be amongst the finest quality on the market and we are the only 
company in the world that carries a complete line of oils that are colour and chakra coded! Every COLOUR ENERGY oil 
must pass rigid quality control testing to ensure our high product standards; therefore, only a few drops can accomplish 
what is necessary for healing.

5
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Testimonials
I’m the one that’s been blowing 
your colour therapy oils off the 
shelves. My clients LOVE them as 
do I.
Rev. Jessica Taylor, Intuitive Edge,  
YMCP/certified Instructor 

It is all I can do not to open all  
of these bottles and smell them, 
but I have been into the lavender 
and it is just wonderful. So much 
nicer than any other of what was 
supposed to be really high quality,  
and may have been but just didn't 
have the same awesome smell. 
Really looking forward to the others.

Raven Cloudwalker,  
Cloudwalker Studios, Richmond, BC

…I have used your products 
before and recommend them to 
anyone who is looking for aroma-
therapy products… my friend 
Joanne introduced your oils to me 
and I will never go back to any 
other oils… I also have another 
friend Barb who uses your oils and 
loves them too… Thanks for a 
wonderful high quality product.

Joanne Allemann,  
Essential Earth, London, ON

…I just want to tell you that I 
can't keep my hands off that 
Jasmine. It is incredible. I want to 
be smelling it constantly  –  definitely 
one of my favourites. As well I'd 
like to thank you for your courteous 
and informative service and the 
prompt delivery of the lotions and 
dispersant.

Sandra Wallin, Consumer

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Colour Energy® Oils

 Stock # Description Colour(s)

 4040 Jasmine, Absolute (Jasminum grandiflorum) – Fosters Self-Awareness & Openness Violet 

 4041 Jasmine, Absolute 10% in Jojoba – Inspiring, Integrates Sexuality & Spirituality Violet

 4042 Jasmine, Sambac (Jasminum sambac) – Spiritually Uplifting, Reduces Anxiety Pink 

 4043 Jasmine, Sambac 10% in Jojoba – Enhances Romance & Love, Alleviates Depression Pink

 4044 Juniper Berry (Juniperus communis) – Energizing, Physically & Mentally Purifying Red 

 4045 Lavender (Lavandula angustifolia) – Calming, Soothing, Healing, Regenerative Violet

 4046 Lemon (Citrus Limonum) – Refreshing, Lively, Extroverted, Humorous, Improves Clarity Yellow 

 4047 Lemongrass (Cymbopogon citratus) – Spiritually Uplifting, Mentally Exhilarating Yellow

 4048 Lime (Citrus aurantifolia) – Emotionally & Mentally Balancing, Increases Focus & Alertness Yellow/Green 

 4049 Litsea Cubeba (Litsea cubeba) – Supports Mental Creativity, Clarity & Physical Release Yellow

 4050 Mandarin, Red (Citrus riticulata) – Refreshing, Inspires Creativity, Stimulates the Senses Orange 

 4051 Manuka (Leptospermum scoparium) – Physically Nurturing & Invigorating Turquoise

 4052 Marjoram (Origanum marjorana) – Restorative, Calming, Sincerity, Supports Healing Blue 

 4088 Melissa (Melissa officinalis) – Uplifting, Emotionally Comforting, Relieves Stress Orange

 4053 Melissa Mix: Melissa & Citronella – Improves Composure & Mental Clarity Orange 

 4054 Myrrh (Commiphora myrrha) – Spiritually Grounding, Eases Fear, Aids Meditation Indigo

 4055 Myrrh, 10% in Jojoba – Promotes Commitment, Resolution & Selfless Love Indigo 

 4056 Myrtle (Myrtus communis) – Enhances Insight, Understanding, Refinement & Perception Indigo

 4057 Neroli (Citrus aurantium var. amara) – Inspiring, Increases Creativity & Confidence Orange 

 4058 Neroli, 10% in Jojoba – Fosters Innovation, Flexibility, Simplicity & Resolution Orange

 4059 Niaouli (Melaleuca quinquenervia) – Mentally Clearing, Physically Energizing Turquoise 

 4060 Nutmeg (Myristica fragrans) – Emotionally Liberating, Increases Passion & Grace Orange

 4061 Orange (Citrus sinesis) – Refreshing, Cheerful, Improves Resourcefulness & Happiness Orange 

 4089 Orange, Bitter (citrus aurantium var. amara) – Dispels Tension & Anxiety, Revitalizes the Aura Orange

 4112 Oregano (Origanum vulgare) – Releases Fear, Improves Spiritual Focus & Self-Reliance Green 

 4062 Palmarosa (Cymbopogon martinii var. martin) – Mentally Uplifting, Healing, Nurturing Pink

 4063 Patchouli (Pogostemon cablin) – Aphrodisiac, Reduces Anxiety, Increases Lucidity & Openness Indigo 

 4064 Peppermint (Mentha piperita) – Inspiring, Mentally Cleansing, Cooling Blue

 4065 Petitgrain (Citrus aurantium) – Sedating, Assuring, Mentally Relaxing Pink 

 4066 Pine (Pinus sylvestris) – Harmonizing, Reduces Anxiety, Helps With Acceptance of Love Green

 4067 Ravensara (Cinnamomum camphor) – Opens Communication, Strengthens Emotions Turquoise 

 4068 Rosalina (Melaleuca ericifolia) – Calming, Relaxing, Centering, Relieves Stress Turquoise

 4069 Rose, Absolute (Damascena absolute) – Comforting, Fosters Romance, Humility & Caring Pink 

 4070 Rose, Absolute10% in Jojoba – Rejuvenates Skin, Nurtures Forgiveness & Grace Pink

 4071 Rose Otto (Rosa damascena) – Revitalizing, Reassuring, Promotes Loving & Giving Pink 

 4086 Rose Otto 10% in Jojoba – Comforting, Anti-Depressant, Regulating Pink

 4072 Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis) – Invigorating, Clarifying, Revitalizing Yellow 

 4073 Rosewood (Aniba roseodora) – Encourages Benevolence, Tolerance & Reliability Pink

 4074 Sandalwood (Santalum album) – Comforting, Grounding, Aphrodisiac Red 

 4075 Sandalwood 10% in Jojoba –  Moisturizing, Comforting, Calming, Anchoring Red

 4076 Spearmint (Mentha spicata) – Cooling, Mentally & Physically Stimulating, Restorative Green 

 4077 Spikenard (Nardostachys jatamansi) – Purifying, Meditative, Emotionally Calming Red

 4078 Spruce, Black (Picea mariana) – Clarifying, Grounding, Balancing, Stimulating Red 

 4079 Tangerine (Citrus reticulata) – Cheering, Uplifting, Releases Stress & Tension Orange

 4080 Tea Tree (Melaleuca alternifolia) – Purifying, Encourages Idealism & Sensibility Turquoise 

 4081 Thyme (Thymus vulgaris Thymoliferum) – Inspires Tolerance & Inner Confidence Turquoise

 4110 Vanilla, 5% in Jojoba (Vanilla planifolia) – Warming, Calming, Consoling, Soothing Red 

 4082 Vetivert (Vetiveria zizanoides) – Strengthens Decisiveness, Flexibility & Centredness Red

 4083 Yarrow, Blue (Achillea millefolium) – Improves Insight, Integrity, Intuition & Composure Indigo Blue 

 4084 Ylang Ylang (Cananga odorata) – Sensual, Euphoric, Sedating Red

 30003 Chakra Essential Oil Gift Set (7x2ml) – Includes 7 Different Colour-coded Oils ROYGBIV 
 
Ask about our different Essential Oil Kits... 
Prepacks of 5ml or 10ml oils with testers, display stand, headboard & support handouts!

CHAKRA ESSENTIAL OIL GIFT SET

7 x 2ml oils per set. Stock #30003

Attractive pop-up top allows you to 
see the colour-coded oils.

Dimensions of Box: 4.5"l X 3.5"w X 5/8"h

5
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10ml/.35oz Bottles 
Stock #'s 40030 – 40038

Available in 9 Divine Chakra Energy Blends!

I use the Heart Chakra Oil and I’m noticing a difference in my 
addressing issues with compassion.

Joyce, Consumer Email 

Nothing has ever, ever sold in the history of my store being 
open, as fast as the Colour Energy Chakra Blend samplers. We 
received them on Friday and by Tuesday they were all gone.

Erin Middlebrooks, Dragon Horse, Sidney, BC

I am very interested in changing over the line of essential oils 
I now carry to your line. I’ve been carrying your bath envelopes 

for many years and I think your line of aromatherapy would be 
helpful to the sales of all the chakra related products that I carry. 
I look forward to hearing from you.

Kristy, Angel’s Loft, E. Bridgewater, MA

I love the new display boxes for the samples. AMAZING you did 
such a great job they will work so well at trade shows!! Thank you 
for your continued innovations... The new salt bath kits are great 
too so well done and I love the new labels on the sample Sea Salt 
packages JUST GREAT!!! I am not sure how I did not know about 
these being available.
Philip Scott Ph.D, Soul Jouneys, CA

COLOUR ENERGY’s Chakra Oil 
Blends are excellent value…  

To introduce you to our  
high quality oils we are  

offering all our Chakra Blends 
at one unbelievable low price! 

Compare our oils to other 
organic, therapeutic lines and 

you will find our prices  
are unbeatable.

CHAKRA BLENDS  
MADE BY THE COLOUR/

CHAKRA EXPERTS!

Information subject to change without notice.

1ml/.035oz Sampler Sizes 
Stock #'s 40039 – 40047

Colour Energy® Chakra Blends
COLOUR ENERGY now offers our own incredible synergy mixture of chakra oils, ensuring blends that are unique and 
exclusive only to COLOUR ENERGY customers! COLOUR ENERGY Blends are authentic Chakra-Coded tools – E.g. Our 
competitor’s indigo brow chakra blend contains orange oil (an orange chakra stimulant) or “blue” chamomile (a throat 
chakra oil). You would never add orange pigment to blue paint! COLOUR ENERGY Blends are purely one colour!

COLOUR ENERGY Chakra Oil Blends are a wonderful concept because they allow the user to experience more of a 
“totality” than just using one oil. A synergy’s purpose is to blend like-minded oils to increase or intensify a desired 
effect. Each COLOUR ENERGY Chakra Oil Blend puts the power where it belongs!

 Stock # Description

 40030 Red Root Chakra Blend

 40031 Orange Sacral Chakra Blend

 40032 Yellow Solar Plexus Chakra Blend

 40033 Green Heart Chakra Blend

 40034 Blue Throat Chakra Blend

 40035 Indigo Brow Chakra Blend

 40036 Violet Crown Chakra Blend

 40037 Turquoise Thymus Chakra Blend

 40038 Pink Cosmic Chakra Blend 

 Kit B 27 Blends (3 of each) & Display

 Kit H 54 Blends (6 of each) & Display 

 Kit J 81 Blends (9 of each) & Display

10"l B%ttles
 Stock # Description

 40039 Red Root Chakra Blend

 40040 Orange Sacral Chakra Blend

 40041 Yellow Solar Plexus Chakra Blend

 40042 Green Heart Chakra Blend

 40043 Blue Throat Chakra Blend

 40044 Indigo Brow Chakra Blend

 40045 Violet Crown Chakra Blend

 40046 Turquoise Thymus Chakra Blend

 40047 Pink Cosmic Chakra Blend 

 40055 Sampler Display Kit

1"l V/a)s

Testimonials

Chakra Oil Blend  
Sampler Kit includes

135 Samplers in a display box
Stock #40055
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Testimonials
… One I really liked was IMMUNE – after using 
all sorts of very expensive athletes foot products 
and the athletes foot kept coming back I tried 
IMMUNE on my feet. It worked and healed all 
the cracks in my feet. It also worked rather well 
on my shingles. Both athletes feet and shingles 
responded to the IMMUNE. Also the headache 
remedy worked great. Thanks. I would like to 
order more IMMUNE.

Marianne Stockdale, Aurora, CO

  CHI-ENERGY – Helps to stimulate your physical being so that you feel invigorated, 
giving you a feeling of inner confidence and courage. This blend is intended to 
support your vital life force so that you will feel stronger and more dynamic!

  JOY TO THE WORLD – Helps to elevate oneself to a state of bliss. Each oil in this 
blend is known to bring feelings of joy and happiness. Bring enthusiasm into your 
day by combining this blend with more orange tools.

  DETOX & DIGEST – Helps with the expulsion of toxins, fat and cellulite. Relieves 
stomach cramps and mild indigestion. This blend can be added to a Yellow Colour 
Bath and/or our Dead Sea Salts for a more effective detoxification. 

  PEACE & HARMONY– Helps to relax your stressed and tired muscles with its  
anti-inflammatory and stress reducing properties. Let go of daily stresses by applying 
this blend to tight and sore areas. Apply to chest & neck areas.

  IMMUNE BOOSTER – Helps with sinuses, hay fever, allergies, coughs and colds. 
Decongests, unclogs nasal passages and helps build up the immune system. Use 
daily during cold and flu season! Ideal for travel, especially on airplanes.

  HAPPY HORMONES – Helps with the monthly cycle of menstrual cramps, associated 
backache and other discomforts. The combination of cooling oils is soothing to 
the psyche and therefore spiritually uplifting. Reduces thyroid chakra imbalances.

  HEADACHE RELIEF – Helps with headaches, hangovers, 
tense shoulders, neck muscles and general tension due to 
stress. May also be used to unclog nasal passages. Apply 
to hairline or nape of neck.

  PAIN BUSTER – Helps with arthritic, rheumatic and muscular 
aches and pains due to overworked muscles. This thera-
peutic synergy blend eases distress to the muscles and 
joints by stimulating blood flow to the affected area. 

  SKIN RENEW – Helps nourish and rejuvenate the skin. This 
luxurious blend is excellent for cell and tissue regeneration. 
Use on scars, blemishes, acne and other skin problems.  
The richness of the oils is renewing to the body, mind & spirit! 

  FIRST AID – This incredible “boo boo” blend is a must have 
to use in any situation that requires TLC. An all natural 
remedy for cuts, bruises, sprains, shock, aches and pains 
and general overexertion. Don’t leave home without it!

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Colour Energy® Chakra Therapeutic Blends
Essential Oil Therapeutics!!!! COLOUR ENERGY’s symptom specific Therapeutic Blends are proven to assist and alleviate 
certain ailments. FREE from additives, alcohols, fragrances and preservatives. READY TO USE in a compact 10ml/.35oz 
bottle with roll-on applicator or 1ml vial travel (sampler) sizes, application instructions and list of ingredients.

To further empower your sense of well-being, try several drops of a blend in a correlating Colour Bath® or package of 
Dead Sea Salts and create a pampering aroma and colour therapy home spa treatment!

 Stock # Description

 41001 Chi-Energy 

 41011 Joy to the World 

 41021 Detox & Digest 

 41031 Peace & Harmony 

 41041 Immune Booster  

 41051 Happy Hormones

 41061 Headache Relief 

 41071 Pain Buster

 41081 Skin Renew 

 41091 First Aid

 42052 Sampler Kit & Display

1"l V/a)s

10"l B%ttles
 Stock # Description

 41000 Chi-Energy 

 41010 Joy to the World 

 41020 Detox & Digest 

 41030 Peace & Harmony 

 41040 Immune Booster  

 41050 Happy Hormones

 41060 Headache Relief 

 41070 Pain Buster

 41080 Skin Renew 

 41090 First Aid

 42000 Therapeutic Pack of10  

 42010 40 Blends, 10 Testers & Display

Stock #42010 (2 Displays Included)
Display Dimensions: 
6”l X 61⁄4”w X 8”h

7

Stock #41000 
Easy to Use 

10ml Roll-on Bottle
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SANDALWOOD – Sandalwood balances both dry and oily skin, is useful in 
treating acne, and useful in soothing barber’s rash (great aftershave for 
both men & women). Emotionally, it relaxes stress and soothes irritation.

ORANGE BLOSSOM – Calming, hydrating, rejuvenating, uplifting, anti-
depressant, stress reliever, mildly astringent and suitable for all skin types. 
This floral water is highly recommended for baby care as an after bath 
spray to nurture and protect baby’s delicate skin.

LEMONGRASS – Lemongrass floral water is an antiseptic and astringent 
oil. Its natural anti-oxidant properties work on shrinking enlarged pores. 
Lemongrass is a refreshing, cleansing and stimulating tonic on the body 
and its tissues. Treats problems with the digestive system, usually in children.

SPEARMINT – Spearmint floral water is a very soothing anti-inflammatory. 
It relieves spasms. It is used for indigestion, gas and colic, as well as hiccups, 
fever and upper respiratory tract infections in children. Deliciously uplifting, 
this hydrosol uplifts the spirit and calms the mind.

ROMAN CHAMOMILE – Use for its anti-inflammatory benefits, as a compress 
for migraines or to relieve diaper rash and teething. Suitable for sensitive, 
inflamed, itchy or dry skin, sunburn or for puffy eyes.

MYRTLE – Myrtle flower water is useful for breathing problems, such as 
the common cold or a stuffy nose. It’s mild enough for children. Relieves 
fatigue and is refreshing & reviving. Also nice for diaper maintenance!

LAVENDER – This floral water is soothing for hot flashes, sunburns, itchy 
skin and sunstroke. As well, it is suitable for all skin types and skin problems 
such as eczema, razor burn, etc.

RAVENSARA – Ravensara is immune enhancing and helpful for sinus infec-
tions and flu and flu-like virus infections, especially if used at the first sign.

ROSE – Rose water is a wonderful skin toner as it known for its anti-aging 
benefit as well as its revitalizing, regenerative, hydrating, nourishing and 
anti-inflammatory properties. Use as a gargle for sore throats.

Testimonials
… I wish to thank you, once again, for your kindness and consideration towards my aromatherapy students and graduates. From 
the start, Ashbury's Aromatherapy (a division of COLOUR ENERGY) has provided all the carrier oils, hydrosols and many essential oils 
needed for the student labs. I have always found your service and products to be of the highest quality. But as an instructor, I am most 
appreciative of the time you have taken to help my students and graduates select their oils, carriers, bottles and other aroma-therapy 
supplies upon beginning their practice. It is not common to find such help, in today's competitive, fast-paced world.

Personally, I have appreciated using Ashbury's products in my own private practice. Your quality has been consistently high, making the 
results I get with clients consistently high as well. This is a win-win situation for everyone!

Pat Antoniak, RN, BN, CAHP, Nurse-Aromatherapist, Natural Comfort Aromatherapy, Delta, BC

Thanks for sending our essential oils and hydrosols so promptly! …the oils are definitely getting used with the children regularly!

Sheila Kennedy, Site Supervisor, Child Life Department, Sunny Hill Health Centre For Children, Vancouver, BC

Information subject to change without notice.

Colour Energy® Floral Waters
Floral Waters, technically known as hydrosols, are the by-product of the steam distillation process that produces essential 
oils. Hydrosols contain certain qualities of the essential oil, as well as the water-soluble components of the plants.

Used as astringents, toners and healing sprays, floral waters are popular in esthetics and spa treatments. Rosewater 
(rose hydrosol) is most popular for its scent as well as its anti-aging and healing benefits and is also a common additive 
in lotions and creams. Have fun & experiment with the different waters!

120"l B%ttles8
 Stock # Description

 31910 Red – Sandalwood Floral Water 

 30930 Orange – Orange Blossom Floral Water

 31930 Yellow – Lemongrass Floral Water 

 31940 Green –  Spearmint Floral Water

 30950 Blue – Roman Chamomile Floral Water 

 31960 Indigo – Myrtle Floral Water

 30960 Violet – Lavender Floral Water 

 31980 Turquoise – Ravensara Floral Water

  30940 Pink – Rose Floral Water

 31991 Floral Water Kit – 30 Bottles & Display

EVERYDAY USES:
In addition to being naturally pure, floral 
waters are gentler than most skin toners 
and therefore are an excellent addition 
to a skin care regimen. During hot summer 
days or when travelling, floral waters may be 
used as a facial spray to cool, revitalize and 
hydrate the skin and instantly rejuvenate your 
mind and spirit. Spray a few squirts into the air 
as a natural and refreshing room spray.

Floral waters are a wonderful addition to a 
bath or use on a cold compress. They are safe 
to use for children, the elderly or those with 
chronic afflictions. Try adding 10ml/.35oz of 
your favourite hydrosol to a jar of our Dead Sea 
Salts or enhance COLOUR ENERGY’s all natural 
unscented lotion or shampoo with several 
drops.
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Colour Energy® Carrier Oils
Carrier oils, also known as base or vegetable oils, are used to dilute essential oils before they are applied to the skin. 
Also provides lubrication for other ingredients. Choose from COLOUR ENERGY's line of therapeutic quality carrier oils:

CARRIER OIL FACTS
Shelf life of all carrier oils will be extended 
if refrigerated.

All COLOUR ENERGY Carrier Oils are 
available in 120ml/4oz, 240ml/8oz or 
500ml/17.5oz sizes. Larger quantities 
and other carrier oils also available.

APRICOT KERNEL OIL
(Prunus Armeniaca) 
Country of Origin: USA

Apricot Kernel Oil is well suited to facial and 
beauty treatments as it absorbs quickly and 
moisturizes. It is used to protect and nourish 
the skin. Warning: nut allergy.  
Shelf Life: 12 months.

AVOCADO OIL
(Persea gratissima) 
Country of Origin: Mexico

Avocado oil is a rich heavy oil, that is deeply 
penetrating and rich in vitamins A and D, 
lecithin, potassium as well as vitamin E. It 
is excellent for people with dry or mature 
skins, or people suffering from eczema or 
psoriasis. It is very useful when treating sun 
or climate damaged skin that is dehydrated 
and undernourished as it is said to help with 
regenerating the skin and softening the  
tissue. Shelf Life: 12 months.

COCONUT OIL
(Fractionated) 
Country of Origin: Holland

Coconut may actually help to filter the sun’s 
rays, explaining its reputation as a tanning 
oil. It is an emollient to both skin and hair. 
Some practitioners prefer Coconut for its light 
texture and long shelf life. It is easily absorbed 
making it a good base for a massage oil. 
Warning: nut allergy. Shelf Life: 12 months.

EVENING PRIMROSE OIL
(Oenothera biennis) 
Country of Origin: China.

Evening Primrose oil is invaluable for 
Aromatherapists. It contains high con-
centrations of Linoleic acid and a small 
percentage of Gamma Linoleic acid (fatty 
acids). Used externally, Evening Primrose is 
healing to eczema, dry or scaly skin, dandruff, 
and small scrapes or bruising. Blend it at 
10%–30% with another carrier oil for use in 
massage. Shelf Life: 12 months. 

GRAPESEED OIL
(Vitis Vinifera) 
Country of Origin: Italy/France

This is many practitioners’ favourite base oil 
as it glides and absorbs well without greasy 
residue. Similar to Evening Primrose, it 
contains a high percentage of Linoleic acid, 
but no Gamma Linoleic acid. Good for acne 
and oily skin. This is one of the most common 
oils used for massage. Caveat: May stain 
linens. Shelf Life: 12 months. 

HOLLY OIL
(Ilex aquifolium) 
Country of Origin: Canada

The hot new carrier in massage therapy... 
Holly Oil is a man-made product that is an 
unscented and clear, non-staining, pure 
oil. It is the perfect carrier for essential oils. 
Holly oil contains antioxidants, which fight 
against aging and free radicals. Holly Oil will 
not clog pores or leave an oily residue on the 
skin. Shelf Life: Nearly Indefinite. No refrig-
eration needed. 

JOJOBA OIL (ORGANIC)
(Simmondsia Chinesis) 
Country of Origin: USA

Jojoba oil is actually a plant wax. Sebum–our 
skin’s own oil–actually dissolves in Jojoba and 
has a very similar structure. This means that 
Jojoba can absorb excess oil or can replace 
necessary oils, making it beneficial for both 
overly dry and overly oily skin types. It con-
tains Vitamin E. Shelf Life: Nearly Indefinite.

ROSEHIP SEED OIL  (ORGANIC)
(Rosa Mosqueta or Rosa Rubignosa) 
Country of Origin: Chile

Use Rosehip Seed Oil for mature, dry, scaly, 
fissured skin, dull skin, eczema, psoriasis, 
over pigmented skin, scars, ulcerated veins, 
and as a protector after burns or trauma. 
It contains Gamma Linoleic acid, Linolenic 
acids, Oleic acid, and Palmitic acid.  
Shelf Life: 12 months.

SESAME SEED OIL
(Sesamum indicum) 
Country of Origin: USA

Sesame is very stable, and is best used on 
those with dry or damaged skin. It contains 
Vitamin E, minerals, proteins, lecithin, and 
amino acids. In combination with Evening 
Primrose or Rosehip Seed oil, Sesame is 
wonderful at relieving eczema, psoriasis, 
rheumatism, arthritis, and softening all skin 
types. Shelf Life: 12 months.

ST. JOHN’S WORT – IN VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
(Hypericum perforaturm) 
Country of Origin: Canada

St. John’s Wort is known as an anti-inflam-
matory, particularly soothing to inflamed 
nerves. Helpful in cases of neuralgia, sciatica 
and fibrosis. It is effective on sprains, burns 
and bruises. Also, can be used for pain, 
muscle aches and depression.  
Shelf Life: 12 months.

SWEET ALMOND OIL
(Prunus amygdalus var. dulcis) 
Country of Origin: USA

Sweet Almond is a very nourishing oil and 
helps calm eczema. It helps relieve itching 
and soreness. Sweet almond oil contains 
Vitamins A, B1, B2 and B6 as well as a small 
amount of Vitamin E. It protects and nour-
ishes all skin types and is a good additive to 
any massage oil. Warning: nut allergy.  
Shelf Life: 12 months.

WITCH HAZEL OIL
(Hamamelis virginiana) 
Country of Origin: USA

A natural skin toner extracted from the bark 
and leaves of the Witch Hazel plant. Use for 
minor skin abrasions, irritated skin, insect 
bites, scalds and burns, bleeding wounds, 
hemorrhoids, varicose veins and any inflam-
matory skin condition. Can be used as a 
mouthwash or for bleeding gums.

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Ca0rier O/ls
 Stock # Description

 30600 Apricot Kernel Oil – All-purpose oil that softens & reconditions skin 

 30720 Avocado Oil – Helps to reduce age spots, and nourishes dehydrated & sun damaged skin. 

 30610 Coconut Oil – Protects the skin, making it ideal for cosmetics and massage blends 

 30620 Evening Primrose Oil – Excellent in treating many skin conditions, including premature aging

 30630 Grapeseed Oil – Contains natural hypoallergenic components and is commonly used for acne & oily skin 

 30730 Holly Oil – Holly oil is used almost exclusively in massage therapy as it is non-staining

 30650 Jojoba Oil – Excellent for all skin types due to its similarities to our skin’s absorption properties 

 30710 Meadowfoam Seed Oil – Properties include ultra-violet protection & retaining moisture

 30660 Rosehip Oil – Beneficial for dry, weathered, dehydrated, scarred, damaged & mature skin 

 30670 Sesame Seed Oil – Superb in body care products as it is suitable for dry & damaged skin 

 30680 St. John’s Wort in Virgin Olive Oil –  Known for its anti-inflammatory & restructuring traits 

 30690 Sweet Almond Oil – Reconditions the skin & is good for all skin types

 30700 Witch Hazel – Useful for its astringent & anti-inflammatory properties

9
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Natural Liquid Deodorant
Our Liquid Deodorant has the same components of natural Potassium Alum as the 
deodorant stone, but is now available in a liquid form through COLOUR ENERGY! 

Also the liquid spray allows for easier application through body hair and is simple 
to use. The Liquid Deodorant will not stain clothing and is aroma free, although 
one could add a personal scent (ask about our favourite oils to add). The Natural 
Liquid Deodorant is environmentally friendly and safe to use daily as there are no 
chemical propellants. Just spray on the deodorant, wait for a few moments, let 
dry, and you are protected. Available in 120ml/4oz or 240ml/8oz spray bottles.

Unscented & Natural Products
COLOUR ENERGY carries several unscented products so that you can create your 
own line of therapeutic hair and skin care. Simply add 3-5% essential oils to 
unscented base products. Available in various sizes, including bulk.

UNSCENTED SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER,  
SHOWER GEL & BUBBLE BATH
COLOUR ENERGY is committed to providing the most natural hair and body care 
products while maintaining the safeness. Our Shampoo, Conditioner, Shower Gel 
and Bubble Bath are free of Sodium Lauryl Sulphate, Cocomide DEA and foaming 
agents. The emollients and humectants we use are natural sources (Aloe Vera, 
Panthenol and vegetable glycerine). 

All our hair and body care products are made with a minimal amount of pre-
servatives to prolong the shelf life and prevent bacteria growth. Our unscented 
products are manufactured to be “people friendly” and effectively cleanse  
without stripping the natural oils from the hair and skin. 

ALL NATURAL, UNSCENTED MOISTURIZING LOTION
Made from all natural ingredients, this superior lotion is excellent for all skin types 
as a face or body lotion. Add your favourite essential oil or blend to enhance the 
moisturizing experience. Created for everyday use, for adults and children.

ALL NATURAL, UNSCENTED ESSENTIAL OIL DISPERSANT
Dispersant (solubilizer) mixed with essential oils is used to uniformly disperse the  
oils in water. Essential oils should never be applied directly to the skin without a 
carrier, such as water, an unscented lotion, shampoo, conditioner or any of our carrier 
oils listed on p. 13. Therefore, when making room or body sprays, facial misters 
and other skin care products, it is recommended to mix your aromatherapy oil or 
blend with a dispersant prior to adding other ingredients, including your bath.

1 ml/.035oz of liquid is approximately 
25 drops. Use a ratio of 3% to 5% 
essential oils to unscented base 
products (such as COLOUR ENERGY’s 
shampoo, conditioner, shower gel, 
bubble bath, carrier or massage oils) for 
the best results. 

ALUM VERSUS ALUMINUM: 
 
Alum and Aluminum are chemically 
different. Alum is not absorbed due to 
its ionic charge and therefore is safe 
to apply to the skin. Whereas, soluble 
forms of Aluminum can be absorbed–
and have been linked as a contributing 
factor to rising rates of breast cancer 
–and causing energy blockages in your 
lymph system.

 Stock # Description

 40951 Natural Liquid Deodorant – 120ml/4oz 

 40952 Natural Liquid Deodorant – 240ml/8oz

 30872 Unscented Shampoo – 240ml/8oz 

 30873 Unscented Shampoo – 500ml/17.5oz

 30882 Unscented Conditioner – 240ml/8oz 

 30883 Unscented Conditioner – 500ml/17.5oz

 30892 Unscented Shower Gel – 240ml/8oz 

 30893 Unscented Shower Gel – 500ml/17.5oz

 30902 Unscented Bubble Bath – 240ml/8oz 

 30903 Unscented Bubble Bath – 500ml/17.5oz

 30912 Unscented All Natural Moisturizing Lotion – 240ml/8oz 

 30913 Unscented All Natural Moisturizing Lotion – 500ml/17.5oz

 30921 Natural Essential Oil Dispersant – 120ml/4oz 

 30922 Natural Essential Oil Dispersant – 240ml/8oz

Unscen1&d P2oducts
Testimonials
Just wanted to drop you a line and let you know my husband and 
I both love the all natural deodorant! Jimmy never comments on a 
hygiene product but said he can really tell a difference. Great product!
Kimberly Wheeler, Texas

A product recommended by such health care providers as the Mayo 
Clinic and the Walter Reed Medical Clinic, the Natural Deodorant 
Liquid has been used for post operative cancer patients receiving 
radiation treatment, as a replacement for anti-perspirants and 
deodorants. 
The above is an excerpt from the “Vancouver Sun” newspaper, 
January 16th, 2004

10

Information subject to change without notice.
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Benefits of the Heavenly Scent Ionizer Aromatherapy Diffuser 
Ionizers may protect against germs in the air, resulting in decreased irritation that is caused by inhaling various particles that make you 
sneeze, cough, or have a throat irritation. Other uses: 
 
 

Did you know that waterfalls create approximately 100,000 negative ions per cubic centimeter? The Heavenly Scent Diffuser produces 
85,918 - 91,182 per/cc!!! Better air improves your health, energy and mood. A roomful of Ultrasonic dispersed aromatherapy can make 
you feel magically refreshed. The Heavenly Scent Ultrasonic Aromatherapy Diffuser is not only an ionizer but is also a humidifier! 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: We only recommend COLOUR ENERGY’s therapeutic essential oils to be used for diffusion due to the guaranteed quality.

IONIZER RESEARCH:  
Ion researcher Michael Terman, PhD at Columbia University in New York has proven that 
negative ion generators relieve depression as much as antidepressants in people with winter 
and chronic depression.   
“Generally speaking, negative ions increase the flow of oxygen to the brain; resulting in higher 
alertness, decreased drowsiness, and more mental energy,” says Pierce J. Howard, PhD, author 
and director of research at the Center for Applied Cognitive Sciences in Charlotte, N.C.  
Technically: “Ions are charged particles in the air that are formed in nature when enough 
energy acts upon a molecule such as carbon dioxide, oxygen, water, or nitrogen to eject an 
electron from the molecule leaving a positively charged Ion. The displaced electron attaches 
itself to a nearby molecule, which then becomes a negatively charged Ion. It is the negative ion 
of oxygen that affects us the most.” From “Whole Self”, Spring 1991, an article entitled “Ions 
and Consciousness.”

This Ultrasonic Aromatherapy Diffuser is a state-of-the-art system that ionizes 
essential oil molecules into the air while enhancing the oil’s biological effects – 
ideal for improving the atmosphere of any home, workspace or enclosed area. 

Heat-free diffusion constitutes the most effective method for essential oil distribution 
as the dispersed oils remain suspended longer in the atmosphere, penetrating  
better in the respiratory system. Whereas, heat causes the rapid evaporation of 
the more volatile components of the oil, resulting in a loss of the natural fragrance 
and their healing abilities.

Water with a few drops of a COLOUR ENERGY therapeutic essential oil are simply 
and quickly distributed via the Diffuser’s ultrasonic vibration (2.5 million vibrations 
per second), which completely breaks the essential oil into tiny micro-particles. This 
enables the body to use the healing ionized water particles as you breathe in their 
wonderful aroma. These small molecules have a deeper biological effect as they 
are more easily absorbed by the lungs for greater therapeutic effect.

The “instant vapour technology” of our Ultrasonic Diffuser allows you to instantly 
enjoy the benefits of aromatherapy. This process is the most powerful and effective  
means of dispersing essential oils into an extremely fine mist of micro-particles 
and millions of molecules without heat for maximum health benefits. Also, most 
Nebulizer manufacturers do not recommend that you use thick oils such as 
Patchouli as they can clog their system; however, our Ultrasonic Diffuser can break 
apart even heavy oils into micro-particles!

The Ultrasonic Aromatherapy Diffuser has a built-in interval timer allowing for 
continuous dispersing or intermittent cycles (economical and beneficial for all-day 
dispersing of oils). The easy to fill plastic cup needs no cleaning or additional care. 
An automatic shut-off feature is activated when water reaches the minimum level.

Heavenly Scent – Maxi
Stock #60613

Size: 3.5"l X 3.5"w X 8"h

Heavenly Scent Ultrasonic Aromatherapy 
Diffuser, Humidifier & Negative Ionizer

D/34se5
 Stock # Description

 60613 Heavenly Scent Diffuser – Maxi 

 60615 Maxi Refill Cups – Pkg/6

 60650 Heavenly Scent Diffuser, Silver – Mini 

 60660 Heavenly Scent Diffuser, Gold – Mini

 60670 Heavenly Scent Diffuser, Pink – Mini 

 60680 Heavenly Scent Diffuser, Green – Mini 

 60624 Mini Refill Cups – Pkg/6

11

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

UNIQUE TO 
COLOUR 
ENERGY 

CUSTOMERS

Heavenly Scent – Mini
Stock #60650, Silver  

(Available in Gold, Pink & Green)
Size: 3.5"l X 3.5"w X 8"h
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Essential Oil Diffusers
AROMASHELL – Its new stylish design and ease of use, makes this a 
perfect Aromatherapy diffuser. In comparison to candle burners, it is a 
safe and effective way to enjoy the benefits of Aromatherapy. Consumers 
love the simplicity of applying a few drops of their favorite Colour Energy 
essential oil and turning the unit on. The warming plate diffuses the oil 
throughout the entire room within minutes.

AROMASENS DIFFUSER – This efficient diffusion process uses ultrasonic technology which 
converts the oil and water under high frequency vibration into a fine cold mist. This mist is then 
diffused throughout the entire room creating a natural spa-like atmosphere. No heat, chemicals, 
or pump needed. A cool diffusion system is safer, silent and very economical! Pre-programmed 
diffusion setting and easy on-off feature.

MIO PORTABLE AROMATHERAPY DIFFUSER – Ideal for home, 
work or travel, this battery operated personal aromatherapy diffuser 
is sleek, compact and easy to use. Simply open the lid and place 5-10 
drops of your favourite COLOUR ENERGY essential oil(s) on the reusable 
pad. Lift the grill and place the pad into the MIO. Push the start 
button and you will begin to experience the benefits of your chosen 
oil. Battery operated. Includes 5 refill pads and 1-AAA battery.

SCENTBALL AROMATHERAPY DIFFUSER – The ScentBall diffuser is an inexpensive and 
ideal way to experience aromatherapy in any room of your home. Simply apply 5-10 drops of 
your preferred COLOUR ENERGY essential oil on the reusable pad and insert into the diffuser. 
Plug the Scentball into a room’s outlet and within minutes you will experience the benefits of 
your chosen oil. Includes 5 refill pads.

SPASCENTER AROMATHERAPY DIFFUSER – The SpaScenter is  
excellent for professional use in healing centres, offices and even at home. 
Simply apply 10-15 drops of your favorite COLOUR ENERGY essential oil on 
the reusable pad and insert into the SpaScenter diffuser. Turn the dial to 
select your desired diffusion speed. Within seconds you will experience the 
benefits of essential oils in their purest form through this cold air diffusion 
process. Includes Diffuser, 120V plug-in adapter and 5 refill pads.

ULTRASONIC AROMATHERAPY NEBULIZER – This spa, office 
or home diffuser produces a fine spray, which is perfect for essential 
oil distribution. No heat, chemicals or pump used. Safe, silent and 
ecological. Essential oils are not altered; thus, more benefits of each 
oil are obtained. Simply add several drops of your favourite COLOUR 
ENERGY oil to the water reservoir! Several time and dispersion levels 
are pre-programmed. Relaxing and mood enhancing blue LED color 
light. Digitally controlled with auto shut-off when the water level is 
too low. Ideal for spa and home use.

SPACENTER  
DIFFUSER

Stock #60608

MIO 
PORTABLE 
Stock #60609

ULTRASONIC  
AROMATHERAPY 

NEBULIZER
Stock #60616

SCENTBALL
DIFFUSER

Stock #60605

Information subject to change without notice.
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 Stock # Description

 60607 AromaShell Electric Diffuser for the Home – Plug-in 

 60622 AromaSens–  Plug-in

 60609 MIO Portable Diffuser with pads – Battery operated 

 60612 Extra Pads for Portable MIO Diffuser – Pkg/10

 60605 ScentBall Diffuser with pads –  Plug-in 

 60610 Extra Pads for ScentBall Diffusers – Pkg/5

 60608 SpaScenter Electric Diffuser, No heat, variable fan speed –  Plug-in 

 60611 Extra Pads for SpaScenter Diffuser – Pkg/10

 60616 Ultrasonic Aromatherapy Nebulizer

Aroma$erapy D/34se5

AROMASENS
DIFFUSER

Stock #60622

AROMASHELL 
Stock #60607

COLOUR-CODED 
Stock #41411-41501



INSTRUCTIONS 
To use simply apply 2-3 drops of your 

favourite COLOUR ENERGY essential oil 
on the reusable cotton pad and insert 
into the diffuser. Plug the diffuser into 
a car’s lighter adapter outlet and within 
minutes you will experience the benefits 
of your chosen oil. Includes 5 refill pads.

CAR DIFFUSER 
Stock #60618

ARO
M

ATHERAPY
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Colour Energy® Essential Oil Car Diffuser & Oils

Colour Energy® Diffuser Oils
Choose from several different COLOUR ENERGY diffuser mixtures in 5ml bottles, 
each one created for a special application: 

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Ca6 D/34ser
 Stock # Description

 60618 Colour Energy Essential Oil Car Diffuser in Black, Includes 5 pads – Car Plug-in 

 60619 Extra Pads for Colour Energy’s Essential Oil Car Diffusers – Pkg/5

D&7ightful D/34ser O/ls11
 Stock # Description

 41411 Red “Get-Up-And-Go” Diffuser Mix – 5ml Dropper Bottle 

 41421 Orange “Garden of Eden” Diffuser Mix – 5ml

 41431 Yellow “Smarty Pants” Diffuser Mix – 5ml 

 41441 Green “Forest Fantasy” Diffuser Mix – 5ml

 41451 Blue “Sweet Serenity” Diffuser Mix – 5ml 

 41461 Indigo “Soul Purpose” Diffuser Mix – 5ml

 41471 Violet “A-U-M” Diffuser Mix – 5ml 

 41481 Turquoise “Metamorphosis” Diffuser Mix – 5ml

 41491 Pink “Love is in the Air” Diffuser Mix – 5ml 

 41501 Rainbow Power Diffuser Mix – 5ml

 41401 Diffuser Oil Kit #1 – 36 Mixes in 5ml Bottles (3 each), 12 Testers & Acrylic Display 

 41402 Diffuser Oil Kit #2 – 60 Mixes in 5ml Bottles (5 each), 12 Testers & Acrylic Display

 41410 Red “Get-Up-And-Go” Diffuser Mix – 1ml Travel Vial 

 41420 Orange “Garden of Eden” Diffuser Mix – 1ml

 41430 Yellow “Smarty Pants” Diffuser Mix – 1ml 

 41440 Green “Forest Fantasy” Diffuser Mix – 1ml

 41450 Blue “Sweet Serenity” Diffuser Mix – 1ml 

 41460 Indigo “Soul Purpose” Diffuser Mix – 1ml

 41470 Violet “A-U-M” Diffuser Mix – 1ml 

 41480 Turquoise “Metamorphosis” Diffuser Mix – 1ml

 41490 Pink “Love is in the Air” Diffuser Mix – 1ml 

 41500 Rainbow Power Diffuser Mix – 1ml

 41400 Car Diffuser Oil Kit: Includes 6 Car Diffusers, 50 Diffuser Samplers & Display 

 41403 Diffuser Sampler Kit: Includes 90 Samplers (9 of Each Colour) & Display

Daily, we can spend up to 1/2 hour or more travelling in our car. Imagine how 
we can use the healing power of essential oils during this time to give ourselves a 
wonderful treatment of an uplifting or stress reducing aroma. Certain oils alleviate 
the tension we feel while we are hung up in traffic or encounter aggressive drivers.

With COLOUR ENERGY’s Car Diffuser & Essential Oil Diffuser specialty blends you 
may now enjoy the pleasant fragrance of our therapeutic essential oils as a natural 
alternative to artificially scented car air fresheners. Make the inside of your car 
vibrate a positive and refreshing aroma that smells good, calms your mind and 
enlivens your spirit. Excellent for children & pets too!

11

DIFFUSER MIXES 
Stock #41411-41501

DIFFUSER
SAMPLERS 

Stock #41410-41500

DIFFUSER
SAMPLER
DISPLAY 

Stock #41403
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Information subject to change without notice.

In our booklet Introduction to COLOUR ENERGY you will learn about… 

 
“colour energy” for any of your needs.

 
the beneficial effects of colour.

This simple to read booklet, An Introduction to COLOUR ENERGY For Body and 
Soul, outlines the basics of COLOUR ENERGY: how each colour affects you physi-
cally and mentally, the positive and negative sides of each colour, as well as other 
COLOUR ENERGY tips.

Excellent introduction into colour, for classes and workshops. As well, it makes a 
great gift for family and friends!

Stock #08413

on colours  
and the chakra system.

Stock #80405

NOW IN 
ITS 3RD 

PRINTING

Testimonials
Are you energized by the warmth of red, soothed by the cool 
tones of blue and green, intellectually stimulated by yellow? 
Perhaps you have never thought about it before, but after read-
ing COLOUR ENERGY it is guaranteed that you will never look at 
or think of colors in quite the same way again.

Susan Stevenson, DHC, Book Reviewer

I also received my book Colour Energy. Has a lot of helpful infor-
mation. I feel empowered!!! Thank you for all of your assistance. 
Will refer my associates to your website. 

Patricia Abbott, Vancouver, BC

I recently bought your booklet “An Introduction to Colour 
Energy” and I enjoyed it very much… it alluded to essential oils 
to enhance your Colour Bath experience. Please respond so that I 
may experience such products.
Sandy Newsome, Email 

It sure has opened my eyes to the powers of energies of the 
rainbow! Fascinating and very insightful!

Felicia Wimmer, CA

Got your Introduction Booklet as a gift today… and what a 
fabulous gift! 

Noreen Young, Jacksonville, FL

Colour Energy® Book
International colour expert, Inger Naess, explains in depth the effect of colour 
within our personality.

level, relationships, sex, health issues, professions, money, etc.

 
the positive and negative traits of each colour.

Read international colour expert Inger Naess’s fascinating book, COLOUR 
ENERGY, and learn how colour can change your life. Discover which of the 
seven colour personalities you are and uncover the secrets to greater happiness, 
peace of mind and better personal relationships. Explore ways to incorporate 
colour into your life through clothes, food, decor, colour bathing, sound and 
aromatherapy.

Included in the COLOUR ENERGY book are various colour tests. Readers can 
do a self-analysis of their colour strengths and weaknesses or can send their 
COLOUR ENERGY Personality Test (CEPT) results in to be analyzed for a minimal 
fee. Results include a beautiful Colour Chart, a comprehensive report, including 
an explanation of one’s main colour combination as well as recommendations 
of how one can balance their colour intelligence levels – their chakra centres. 
See information on the CEPT for more details.

Introduction to Colour Energy® Booklet
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Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Stock #08415 – Front of Card

Laminated Pocketsize Colour Card
This handy reference guide can fit into a pocket, wallet or purse.

Easy to read and concise… this colour chart gives you a quick reference to 
the correlating chakras, personality traits, qualities, glands, body parts, ele-
ments, senses, notes and sounds, gemstones and essential oils. As well it lists 
complementary colours and colour of each weekday. 

Colour Energy® Chart
This incredible 8.5” x 11” chart contains every relation conceivable to colour 
such as the Sanskrit name & meaning, wavelength, sense, taste, dimension, 
element, principle, physical influences, essential oils, gemstones, foods, 
sounds, and much, much more. A must-have for anyone interested in colour.

Aromatherapy Decoder Wheel
This smartly designed Aromatherapy Decoder Wheel provides a quick reference 
guide to the healing uses of therapeutic essential oils, their benefits and applications.

This Decoder Wheel has proven to be a popular reference source as it addresses 
both physical afflictions (e.g. headache, toothache, etc.) as well as emotional 
distresses (e.g. depression, insomnia, etc.). Symptoms are in alphabetical order for 
easy reference. Excellent for aromatherapy novices or seasoned practitioners. 

Choose an appropriate treatment and delivery method quickly and effectively 
using the Aromatherapy Decoder Wheel!

The Decoder Wheel also provides guidelines on how to blend essential oils as well 
as an explanation of carrier oils and a variety of applications.

Educati8na9 Ma:ria)s13
 Stock # Description

 80405 Colour Energy Book – Durable Hardcover, 6 7/8” x 9 3/4” 

 08413 Introduction to Colour Energy Booklet – Softcover, 5 7/8” x 8 1/4”
 08415 Laminated Colour Card –  3 1/2” x 2” 

 80421 Laminated Colour Energy Chart –  8 1/2” x 11”
 40090 Aromatherapy Decoder Wheel – Temporarily Discontinued

Testimonials
… About a month ago a friend gave me the exquisite Colour Energy Chart and I keep it in the pages of our family Bible in my mom’s 
room. You see, my mother Bilia was in hospital for a month, diagnosed with terminal uterine cancer, metastasized to her legs. I, her 
only daughter, brought her out of hospital, against doctor’s advice, essentially “to die” as the doctors told me. Well, I knew differently. 
I placed mom’s bed in a room in her home with the most windows, threw away the heavy curtains and hung long swaying, translucent 
fabrics from the windows, red, green, purple… the room filled with natural light as well as light streaming thru the silk and chiffons. At 
any rate, within a week her attitude, appetite and health improved dramatically… to the surprise of the doctors and nurses. I’ve used 
the Colour Chart to help me decide what to change and add to her room. I’ve already learned so much from it. Bless you once again, 
on behalf of mom and I for your wonderful work.

Anita & Mom, Los Angeles, CA

Stock #08421 – Front of Chart

Stock #40090

 
dozens of physical and emotional conditions.
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Testimonials
Thank you so much for the test results. The two colours the test 
said I needed - red and violet - also make so much sense to me. 
It’s like I already knew it, but it was astounding to have a stranger 
tell me that as the result of a questionnaire. I’m very impressed!

Linnea Pearlman, Ann Arbor, MI

I recently took the Color Energy Test, just love the whole 
program. Philip came by to give us a presentation on our charts 
and interpretations... my energy colors were a complete surprise 
to me, although they should not be, it really made me see what 
others see that I had not admitted to myself.

Shamila Chand, California 

The Yellow CEES module was a little more intense… However I 
felt very powerful in knowing how to direct the yellow energy 
in a more positive way. Being a very strong yellow… This module 
helped me a great deal! Learning to use this chakra as a distribu-
tion centre not a control one.… Thanks for the newsletter. I 
enjoy receiving them. Many thanks for your assistance.

Sylvia Klose, VA, CEES Student

Your Basic Colour Energy Course is great! As you know, I have 
studied and practiced colour for over 20 years. Your presentation, 
design and interactive approach are excellent.
Lorrie McConnell, Jade Epicure Spa, ON

Colour Energy® Personality Test
WHAT COLOUR ARE YOU?
Take the COLOUR ENERGY Personality Test (CEPT) to learn more about yourself 
and how you operate on seven levels of “intelligence”! As each chakra centre 
defines our personality, the CEPT is a simple and accurate method that enables 
you to teach you and/or your clients where one’s colour strengths and weaknesses 
lie – how one uses her/his chakra system. With insight into which direction you 
may need to focus on for optimal body, mind and spirit wellness, the CEPT is 
an incredible tool to guide people in the appropriate course of action.

The CEPT is an excellent therapist aid that supports your work by incorporating 
an inexpensive and unbiased report. This self-analysis gives you a point from 
which to start and by using Colour Energy products, will help to balance your 
chakra system.

DID YOU EVER WONDER WHY YOU LOVE 
CERTAIN COLOURS AND DISLIKE OTHERS?

The COLOUR ENERGY Personality Test explains the amazing world of colour 
and how colour affects every aspect of your life including the way you think 
and feel, the occupation you choose, the way you raise your children and the 
way you behave in relationships.

You can use colour and the energy of colour to deepen your understanding of 
who you are and to tap into the energy that you need for every situation.

Sex, health issues, professions, money and success are all determined by the 
colour you are and the colours you use.

WHAT COLOUR ARE YOU?
The Violet Person is an inspiration to humanity. They are linked to the emotional  
and spiritual balance of the world. Strong Violets have energy resources that 
they can use to influence mankind.

Orange People make great artists, musicians, diplomats and politicians. They 
love to be around people and are born healers.

The Blue People are natural teachers and therefore make ideal radio or television 
personalities and religious leaders. Blue people are good at any profession that 
requires the written or spoken word.

DISCOVER WHERE YOU ARE ON THE COLOUR SPECTRUM…  
TAKE THE COLOUR ENERGY PERSONALITY TEST!

To learn more about how you can 
incorporate the COLOUR ENERGY 

Personality Test into your business or 
practice, call us for more information.

Group discounts available.

Stock #CEPT02

Information subject to change without notice.



To see an outline of our 
CEES complete educational 
system visit our website at 
www.colourschool.com 

Stock #TRAINCEB
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Colour Energy® Correspondence Courses
Through our correspondence courses, we are educating and creating a worldwide network of specialized colour experts. 
COLOUR ENERGY extends a learning experience that no other individual teaching facility or research institution has 
offered to date. Empower yourself by using the energy of light in its various forms! Integrate this rich and cosmic colour 
knowledge into your life, with family and friends and into your business or career!

Our educational ideology is based on the seven different energies: physical, social, mental, emotional, communicative, 
intuitive and spiritual. Each “intelligence” connects to a colour and a chakra.

Colour Energy® Basic Program
Whether this is your first step into this area or you are choosing to advance your  
knowledge of yourself and/or colour energy, the COLOUR ENERGY Basic Correspondence 
course has been designed to help you understand the elemental and fundamental principles 
of the seven levels of “colour” intelligence.

Discover yourself and your attributes and learn the various facets of how colour affects 
everyone and everything! 

Certificate upon completion of course. Colour Energy product package included. 

Colour Energy® Foundation Course
This program is more detailed in its teachings of colour and the seven colour personalities. 
Through our education system our goal is to give you knowledge and experiences using 
the language of colours, which is understood by the body, mind and spirit. Each Colour 
Energy Education Systems (CEES) course provides a personal and professional forum 
for self-discovery, educating you through self-analysis and a variety of experiences. 

CEES offers the one year Foundation course as well as diploma programs in various 
Colour Therapy applications. Each study program has been designed to inspire you to 
learn, motivate you to grow and encourage you to transform your life.

Certificate upon completion of course. CEES Foundation course includes a total of 
 eight “colour” workbooks and a Colour Energy product package. 

Chromalive Colour Therapy Course
Learn the principles of Colour Light Therapy and how to apply Light Therapy for personal 
wellness or to incorporate into a business. Included in the workbook are methods of 
analyzing the hand and face; how to do a Chromalive anti-aging treatment; various 
Chromalive applications, reflex zone colour therapy treatments, chakra balancing; 
treatment plans and much more.

Certificate upon completion of assignments. Course includes manual and a 
Colour Energy product package. Chromalive Penlight not included.

   Red – Body Intelligence

   Orange – Social Intelligence

   Yellow – Mental Intelligence

   Green – Empathy Intelligence

   Blue – Communication  Intelligence

   Indigo – Intuitive Intelligence

   Violet – Spiritual Intelligence

Co;ou< Energ= Te. & Courses14
 Stock # Description

 CEPT02 Colour Energy Personality Test – Online Test 

 TRAINCEB Colour Energy Correspondence Course – Basic Program

 TRAINCEES Colour Energy Education Correspondence Foundation Course – 1 Year Program 

 TRAINCCC Chromalive Colour Light Therapy Correspondence Course 

Stock #TRAINCEES

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.
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Testimonials
A couple of years ago I ordered your 
Chakra Tumbled Gemstone Necklace. 
When I first got it, I literally had to give 
myself extra time to do errands, etc., 
because absolutely everyone stopped 
me to tell me how beautiful it is. To 
this day people still stop me and com-
ment on it. I wear it every day – I’m lost 
without it…     
Margaret (Peggy) Clune
Email Consumer

Chakra Gemstone Bag

Stock #30051

Colour Energy® Jewellery
USING THE ENERGY OF GEMS & COLOURS TO AMPLIFY YOUR ENERGY… 
Regularly wearing COLOUR ENERGY jewellery will help in aligning and recharging your 
energy centres. Each gemstone has been selected for its colour and healing capabilities 
so you can also charge your energy daily and enhance any outfit worn.

Throughout history, gemstones have been used for their healing power. Each type of 
gemstone has a unique crystalline structure, which vibrates at a particular rate creating 
its individual properties that aid in balancing the chakra system. 

Chakra Gemstone Necklace
All of the gemstones have been carefully hand selected to match each energy centre 
(chakra) – to help to bring physical, emotional, mental and spiritual well-being. This 
beautiful necklace of seven polished gemstones has a 28” adjustable leather cord 
allowing the necklace to be worn at various lengths including choker style. Each gemstone 
has its own distinct characteristics, which makes each necklace unique. The Chakra 
necklace comes in a drawstring pouch with a description card. 

Chakra Chip Jewellery
This fashionable chakra jewellery line contains several clusters of healing gemstone 
chips for each energy centre. The Chakra Chip line contains a matching necklace, 
bracelet and anklet. Drawstring pouch and description card is included with each piece. 

Chakra Gemstone Bag 
& Individual Gemstones
The Chakra Gemstone kit can be used by simply placing  
the various coloured stones on their matching chakra points 
points for a quick energy balancing or the gemstones can  
be individually used for various applications. For example,  
place the Quartz Crystal in your drinking water to amplify and 
cleanse your water by purifying it with crystalline energy or the  
Red Tiger’s Eye in your pocket to help keep you grounded! 

Each Chakra Gemstone Bag comes with a set of 7 gemstones  
in various sizes, description card & instructions. Or choose from 
individual tumbled gemstones in a clear bag with its own description card.

USE THE ENERGY OF 
CRYSTALS TO AMPLIFY... 
YOUR ENERGY!

Chakra Gemstone Necklace
Stock #30050

Chakra Chip Jewellery

Necklace Stock #30052

Bracelet Stock #30053

Anklet Stock #30054

Information subject to change without notice.

>a?ra Jewe@ery & Kits15
 Stock # Description

 30050 Chakra Gemstone Necklace – Length 28”, adjustable leather cord
 30052 Chakra Chip Necklace – Length 18” (Larger sizes available upon request)
 30053 Chakra Chip Bracelet – Length varies from 7.25-7.75” (Larger sizes available upon request)
 30054 Chakra Chip Anklet – Length 9.25”-10.5”  (Larger sizes available upon request)
 30055 Chakra Chip Set – 3 Pieces: Necklace, Bracelet & Anklet 
 30051 Chakra Gemstone Set – Contains 7 Tumbled Gemstones, Pouch & Card
 30057 Chakra Gemstone Kit: 24 Chakra Gemstone Sets & Display Box 
 30200 Red Tiger’s Eye Gemstone with Description Card
 30201 Carnelian Gemstone with Description Card 
 30202 Citrine Gemstone with Description Card
 30203 Adventurine Gemstone with Description Card 
 30204 Sodalite Gemstone with Description Card
 30205 Amethyst Gemstone with Description Card 

 30207 Amazonite Gemstone with Description Card 

 30209 Hematite Gemstone with Description Card 
 30212 Gemstone Singles Kit: 180 Gemstones & Display box
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THE RAINBOW IS SAID  
TO BRING A FEELING OF 
SAFETY BECAUSE IT BRINGS 
LIFE GIVING WATER – 
THE SOURCE OF LIFE.

AND IN EVERY DROPLET 
OF RAIN, THE COLOUR 
SPECTRUM EXISTS!

Chakra Gemstone Earrings
These stylish leverback Chakra Earrings are for pierced ears, and 
are lovingly handcrafted with the highest quality gemstones and 
pure sterling silver. Each earring has two round polished (healing) 
stones, six millimeters in diameter. Created to support a chakra 
centre through its ability to send its crystalline signals to the areas 
within your being that need it most! Sold separately or as a set 
of the seven chakra gemstones. Each pair comes in a suedeline 
pouch  with description card.

Rainbow Drop™ Jewellery
WEAR THE MAGIC OF THE RAINBOW...
The rainbow is a sign of hope for tomorrow and each colour was 
created for a special purpose. The rainbow is said to bring a feeling 
of safety because with it brings life giving water–the source of 
life. And in every droplet of rain the colour spectrum exists!

Strung on a silver plated chain, the “Rainbow Drops” are specially 
chosen quality glass beads, real crystals and gemstones hung in 
the sequence of the rainbow.Wearing either the Rainbow Drop 
Necklace or Bracelet helps you to charge your energy field with all 
the colours. 

Rainbow Drop is fashionable jewellery as charms are in! And 
the new style of Rainbow Drop jewellery has several “Rainbow 
Drop” stone, crystal or glass beads that hang from its chain. 
This attractive line is unlike any jewellery piece on the market, 
the Rainbow Drop Necklace and Bracelet are unique to COLOUR 
ENERGY customers – Divine Chakra Jewellery!

Rainbow Drop™ Bracelet
Dozens of colourful “Drops” arranged in the sequence of the 
Rainbow. Each piece is so colourful that they attract attention! 
Each bracelet is 7.25” in length and comes in a suedeline pouch 
with description card.

Rainbow Drop™ Necklace
Rainbow Power–The magic of the Rainbow is contained in each 
piece. The Rainbow Drop Necklace is 18” in length and comes in 
a suedeline pouch with description card.

Testimonials
I want you to know that I truly appreciate seeing your company’s new jewelry  
designs… The new Rainbow Drop line is gorgeous and so feminine. 
Especially, I am attracted by the bracelet with the lavish mixture of drops.

Gayle Amis, Dallas, TX

My order arrived this afternoon and I ripped it open at the door to get at 
the jewelry. It is exquisite. I put the necklace on right away and it feels very 
“royal.” Very nice workmanship too. Rainbow Blessings to you,

Cathy Gordichuk, ColourEnergetics, Edmonton, AB

Rainbow Drop Jewellery
Bracelet Stock #30059
Necklace Stock #30060

Chakra Earrings
Stock #30070-77

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

>a?ra Ea0ring & RainA%B D2oC Jewe@ery
 Stock # Description

 30070 Red Tiger’s Eye Root Chakra Earrings 

 30071 Orange Carnelian Spleen Chakra Earrings

 30072 Yellow Citrine Solar Plexus Chakra Earrings 

 30073 Green Aventurine Heart Chakra Earrings

 30074 Blue Sodalite Throat Chakra Earrings 

 30075 Indigo Amethyst Brow Chakra Earrings

 

 30077 Set of 7 Chakra Earrings – 1 for each Chakra

 30059 Rainbow Drop Bracelet – Length 7.25” 

 30060 Rainbow Drop Necklace – Length 18”

 30061 Rainbow Drop Necklace & Bracelet Set

15



Colour Alchemy Pendants
COLOUR ENERGY IS EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE ITS NEW  
JEWELLERY LINE... COLOUR-CODED ALCHEMY PENDANTS!

Wear the power of high vibration essences that will assist with supporting 
your energy throughout the day. Choose the one that you need the most 
chakra support for or wear the different Chakra Light Essence pendants 
as needed. This line consists of the 7 rainbow colours for the main Chakra 
centres, the 5 higher chakra colours, as well we have included Pink’s 
Unconditional Love and Indigo-Blue’s Guardian Angel.

These eye-catching Alchemy pendants are clear glass vials filled with our 
vibrant coloured Chakra Light Essences and 3 corresponding gemstones 
to keep the vibration strong during times of distress. Enclosed with a silver 
plated top, on a silver chain, each pendant comes with an information 
card... complete in a gift box. 

FOLLOWING IS A BRIEF 
DESCRIPTION OF EACH  
COLOUR’S FUNCTION:

   Red: Encourages inner strength.

   Orange: Opens creativity.

   Yellow: Enhances mind power.

   Green: Fosters self love.

   Blue: Improves self-expression.

   Indigo: Develops intuitive abilities.

   Violet: Stimulates spiritual growth.

   Magenta: Opens us to the cosmic vibration.

   Pink: Links us to our soul’s purpose.

   Turquoise: Harmonizes one’s emotions with 
one's spirituality.

   Gold: Connects us to our masculine forces.

   Silver: Connects us to our feminine forces.
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Co;ou< AlchemD Jewe@ery
 Stock # Description

 33130 Unconditional Love Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box 

 33140 Guardian Angel Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box

 33010 Red Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box 

 33020 Orange Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box

 33030 Yellow Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box 

 33040 Green Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box

 33050 Blue Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box 

 33060 Indigo Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box

 33070 Violet Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box 

 33080 Turquoise Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box

 33090 Pink Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box 

 33100 Magenta Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box

 33110 Gold Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box 

 33120 Silver Energy Pendant, with Silver Chain in a Gift Box

 33006 Set of 14 Colour Pendants (as above)

Testimonials
I feel the power of red energy necklace is very strong, and sometimes I have to take it away.. it is too much! But I’m anxious to test all 
the other colours!!!

Iliana Manfredi, Italy 

They are super eye catching!!!! I LOVE them!  I can’t get over how big they are, as I have seen many, some very cheaply made and then 
they jack the price. The energy from them is astonishing! I wish I worked there...lol

Serena Cooper, Atlantis Rising, Winnipeg, MB

 
I saw the Alchemy pendants at my friends store and they look very nice. Amazing energy on them. Please add a magenta one to my order.
With blessings of rainbow to you, Cathy Gordichuk

Colour Alchemy Pendant
Includes Description Card & Box

!NEW
ITEM
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Through the Rainbow CD
Stock #30002

Through the Rainbow Chakra CD
POWERFUL AND UNIQUE… THIS CHAKRA BALANCING CD IS A MUST FOR 
INVIGORATING AND BALANCING ONE’S ENERGY SYSTEM. 

Created by a famous Norwegian astrologer, writer and musician, Morten Alexander 
Joramo uses a single note from several octaves in each song. This brilliant series of 
chakra balancing music was produced so that each song would resonate with a 
chakra allowing the release of any blockages, freeing the flow of energy through-
out the body. Combining vibration with intent, Joramo cleverly incorporates the 
power of each chakra centre in his music.

For example, the Red energy song utilizes a driving beat projecting Red’s motivating 
and energizing energy. Whereas, the Orange song begins with sounds of a thun-
derstorm (the water element expressing the flow and movement of the Orange 
power). This CD is used in yoga, meditation classes and during treatments. An 
amazing chakra balancing CD!

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Crystal Light Therapy CD
Stock #30020

Testimonials
I am enjoying the chakra balancing CD very much. I used it to 
do a treatment on a client last night and combined reflexology 
with healing touch and worked on each chakra in unison with the 
music. The client fell asleep for 50 minutes on the table after the 
treatment and when she woke up she was so relaxed she could 
hardly get out the door! I was amazed and delighted! I have also 
used it to go to sleep at night and wake up in the morning feeling 
like a new person.

Pam Stroud, Aldergrove, BC

I did my first session with the new Through the Rainbow CD 
today and the person saw globes of colour, in different sizes and 
shapes, floating over her body for about an hour after the session 
was done. She does not normally see colours that way.

Richard, Healing Gateways Center, Guilford, CT

I listened to the music from your CD. What a wonderful gift to us. 
Thank you for this wonderful music from the Rainbow.
Colourfully yours, Anita & Mom, Los Angeles, CA

Musi* & GemstonE Ferapy
 Stock # Description

 30002 Through the Rainbow CD 

 30012 Buy 12 Through the Rainbow CD’s and receive one CD FREE!

 30015 Music & Gemstone Kit: Includes 12 Rainbow CD’s, 12 Gemstone Kits & Display 

 30020 Crystal Light Therapy CD

 30021 Buy 12 Crystal Light Therapy CD’s and receive one CD FREE! 

 30100 Basic Crystal Light Therapy Set – Includes 11 specialty cut gemstones

 30101 Practitioner Crystal Light Therapy Set – Includes 13 specialty cut gemstones 

 30102 Advanced Practitioner Crystal Light Therapy Set – Includes 13 specialty cut gemstones

 30151 Colour Energy’s Beginner CLT Gemstone Set – Includes 9 tumbled gemstones 

 30152 Colour Energy’s Beginner CLT Gemstone Set – Buy 12 Sets and receive one Set FREE!

Crystal Light Therapy™ CD
During five years of daily meditation and prayer while living in rural Mexico, 
Patricia Jean Edge-Huff received the information that created Crystal Light 
Therapy. She now shares it with COLOUR ENERGY customers!

The CD, its meditation and music are offered with love and light to expand the 
conscious awareness for all of humanity. The purpose of Crystal Light Therapy is to 
help increase energy in your physical  body by opening, expanding, purifying and 
exercising your chakras so that they will function at their optimum level. The inten-
tion of the CD is to help you experience more harmony and balance in your life.

This powerful Crystal Light Therapy CD comes with instructions and is to be 
used in combination with a set of special gemstones available only through 
COLOUR ENERGY. The CD contains no artificial music enhancements so that the 
purity and clarity of the healing sounds is preserved and offered to you wholly.

Through the Rainbow 
CD & Gemstone Kit

Stock #30015

17

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.



Tri-Salts
Stock #90120

Omega-3
Stock #90100

Serra-Peptidase
Stock #90110
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Colour Nutrition™
Studies have shown that inflammation exacerbates most, if not all, diseases. Normally, inflam-
mation is part of the body’s immune response to injury or infection. It helps to kill the pathogens 
that cause infections, and stimulates the healing process. The problem arises when chronic 
inflammation is not treated to alleviate the body’s excess heat abundance.

When the body can no longer handle the constantly inflamed areas, it eventually begins to facilitate 
the formation of disease processes. (The Biopulsar technology shows these stages of stress.)
Researchers have begun to link inflammation problems to an ever-widening array of chronic diseases 
such as heart attacks, strokes, high blood pressure, dementia and Alzheimer’s. Inflammation can 
even encourage the proliferation of abnormal cells that transform into cancer.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO PREVENT 
AND REVERSE THE DAMAGE CAUSED  
BY SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATION?

The best way to maintain the level of cellular  
health necessary to avoid chronic inflammation  
is through a regular supplementary protocol– 
supporting your diet with “colour nutrition.”  

In addition to positive dietary and lifestyle choices, an important part of your anti-inflammatory 
protocol should involve Colour Energy’s simple triad of nutritional products:

Harmonyline’s Omega-3 contains fatty acids that excel at quelling inflammation. Research has 
shown that Omega-3’s suppress the production of the chemical messengers of inflammation. 
When Omega-3 is present in sufficient quantities in the cell envelope, the cell is unable to be 
transformed into an inflammatory cell – rather it remains neutral. The end result is resistance to 
the inflammation process, without any side effects. 

Harmonyline’s Tri-Salt helps to produce electrolytes that are critical to maintaining the integrity 
of the body’s cellular structure. Cells use a considerable amount of energy to maintain a proper pH 
environment. Whenever a deficiency of electrolytes occurs, cells start to lose their ion equilibrium, 
resulting in significant deterioration and damage. Even slightly acidic conditions cause tissues and 
organs to become inflamed, eventually leading to chronic disease. When inflammatory conditions 
are acute, immediate steps need to be taken to relieve the inflammation and its associated pain.

Harmonyline’s Serra-Peptidase is a multi-functional proteolytic enzyme that dissolves non-living 
tissues such as fibrin, plaque, blood clots, cysts, as well as all types of inflammation – without 
harming living tissue. An amazing quality of Serra-Peptidase is its dramatic ability to reduce 
pain by blocking the release of pain-inducing amines. It works quickly and efficiently, providing 
patients with prompt pain relief, improving injury recovery times, and relieving swelling, mucous 
and fibrous conditions. 

Why Choose Harmony Line Brand?
Harmonyline’s products are professional grade and therefore of the highest quality on the market.  For example:

Harmonyline’s Serra-Peptidase is a proprietary high potency enzyme preparation delivering 40,000 IU of micro encapsulated enterically coated granules. 
Most other brands only offer enterically coated capsules, which are less effective, as they do not allow for proper absorption and utilization by our body. 

Harmonyline’s Omega-3 oil is produced by one of the world’s oldest and most respected Norwegian fish oil manufacturers. Today they are recognized as 
a world leader in Omega-3 and its manufacturing processes. With more than 160 years of unrivaled expertise and authority in this highly complex field, 
their unique depth of experience has resulted in a quality Omega-3 product.

Harmonyline’s Tri-Salt is formulated to optimally assist the body in maintaining a healthy acid-base balance. The correct ratio of carbonates and bicar-
bonates of alkaline minerals play a key role in this process, which Harmonyline ensures.

“COLOUR” NUTRITION™ THAT WORKS!

Co;ou< N4triti8n™18
 Stock # Description

 90100 Harmonyline Omega-3 – 90 Softgels

 90110 Harmonyline Serra-Peptidase – 90 Capsules

 90120 Harmonyline Tri-Salt – 180 Capsules 

 90200 Nutrition Kit: Includes 10 Each O-3, S-P & T-S
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Chakra Beeswax Candles
Enjoy an elegant, natural honey fragranced candle. Each 
candle is hand rolled from 100% pure beeswax and is 
slow burning, smokeless and virtually dripless.

Colour-coded candle therapy is ideal to help increase a 
chakra meditation. Use the candle as a meditation tool by 
staring at the flame and affirm that chakra’s energy potential. 
Try a different coloured candle every day as part of your 
daily meditation ritual!

The lighting of a specific coloured candle amplifies its 
healing vibrations throughout the atmosphere. Staring into 
the flame of the coloured candle is a great way to strengthen 
one’s meditation intent.

Before burning you can add a few drops of a COLOUR 
ENERGY pure essential oil to the top of the candle for a more 
aromatic fragrance (burning a chakra oil in combination 
with the colour candle emits a stronger colour energy 
vibration!).

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Testimonials
I have to tell you how impressed I am with the light bulb. I felt 
different in just one day, it’s amazing. Please send me out 2 more.

Tab Turner, Windsor, ON

I couldn’t believe that the light bulb lasted 5 years. I didn’t have it 
on all day but definitely several hours a day. When it did burn out I 
put in a regular bulb and it hurt my eyes. It just wasn’t the same.
Estella, Victoria, BC

I bought the bulbs to use at home... I noticed that my pets tem-
peraments were calmer and my plants started growing like crazy!  

JK, Michigan

I can’t begin to tell you how much I love my new light bulbs. I 
put it in my office and the difference is unbelievable. Everybody 
should experience that kind of light. I heartily endorse it and you 
can say so to whoever you like. 

Pat Pogue, Vancouver, BC

Full Spectrum LifeBulbs™
SUNLIGHT IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT ENERGY SOURCE… 
And the entire spectrum of colours is derived from light. We receive 
light energy through our eyes and skin. This light stimulates our 
endocrine system, which is connected to our different energy centres.

Natural light regulates hormone production by activating the hypo-
thalamus, which governs many of the body’s functions such as 
appetite, mood, temperature and libido. The nature of the light we 
receive is fundamental to our biological rhythms and health.

Whether you are suffering from depression, illness or would just 
like to improve your home or work environment with a proper light 
source, our LifeBulbs are the highest quality full spectrum light bulbs 
and are totally flicker free! Our LifeBulbs conserve energy, saving 
money on electricity bills, and they last several times longer than 
regular bulbs. Full spectrum light bulbs have been proven to enhance 
one’s general well-being and help with light deprivation symptoms.

MAKE EVERY DAY… A SUNNY DAY WITH LIFEBULBS!

>a?ra B&eswaG Candles20
 Stock # Description

 60501 Red Root Chakra Beeswax Candles – Pair of 2

 60502 Orange Spleen Chakra Beeswax Candles – Pair of 2

 60503 Yellow Solar Plexus Chakra Beeswax Candles – Pair of 2

 60504 Green Heart Chakra Beeswax Candles – Pair of 2

 60505 Blue Throat Chakra Beeswax Candles – Pair of 2

 60506 Indigo Brow Chakra Beeswax Candles – Pair of 2

 60507 Violet Crown Chakra Beeswax Candles – Pair of 2 

 60510 Chakra Beeswax Candle Display – 4 Sets of 7 (ROYGBIV)

LifeB4Hs™19
 Stock # Description

 70515 LEB15W – Comparable to 60 Watt

 70520 LEB20W – Comparable to 75 Watt

 70526 LEB26W – Comparable to 120 Watt

Candle Kit
Stock #60510
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PRiSMA Glasses:
Styles to choose from:
– Singles
– Sets consisting of Frame(s), interchangeable

coloured lenses, lens cleaning cloth and 
Neoprene carrying pouch.

P2ismI Co;ou< GlaJes21
 Stock # Description

 70717 Starter Set: One frame, 3 lenses and carrying pouch (Orange, Yellow & Blue lenses) 

 70715 Complete Set: Two frames, 9 lenses and Neoprene carrying pouch (ROYGBIV, Turquoise & Magenta lenses)

 70714 Therapist Set of 9 Individual Glasses (ROYGBIV, Turquoise & Magenta lenses) 

 70701 Red Singles – Useful when your vitality is weakened

 70702 Orange Singles – Beneficial for physical or emotional exhaustion 

 70703 Yellow Singles – Activates the brain and promotes learning and perception

 70704 Green Singles – Stimulates mental and physical harmony 

 70706 Blue Singles – Known for its calming and relaxing effect

 70708 Indigo Singles – Transfers one into a state of inner peace & tranquility 

 70707 Violet Singles – Enhances inspiration and meditation

 70705 Turquoise Singles – Has a balancing and positive influence on the whole 

 70709 Magenta Singles – Fosters calmness and imparts optimism

 70716 9 Pairs of Boxed Singles (ROYGBIV, Turquoise & Magenta) 

 70741–49 Lenses Only (Specify ROYGBIV, Turquoise or Magenta)

 70730 Neoprene Pouch – Holds 1 frame & 9 lenses 

 70733 Microfibre Lens Cleaning Pouch

 70731 Frames 

 70004 Display Stand – Holds 6 Pairs

Prisma Professional Glasses
Seeing is believing! And visually wearing colour instantly stimulates your 
optic centre, which then triggers a hormonal response within your body. 
An excellent alternative to replace regular “non-energy-giving” sunglasses!

Wearing glasses of a certain colour can stimulate your body’s energy centres 
to react and activate body functions on either an emotional, mental, 
physical or spiritual level. For example, Yellow is known to cleanse the 
body, increase concentration and spiritually uplift. Yellow is also the best 
colour for long distance driving and it helps cut down glare from on-coming  
cars. Red is beneficial for sports enthusiasts to strengthen stamina, increase 
endurance, ground and to help tap into extra energy. Whereas Violet helps 
to induce a deep and relaxed state, ideal for people suffering from sleep 
disorders. The benefits are endless… experience them for yourself! 100% 
UVA & UBV coated means they can be worn as sunglasses as well.

 
WHY WOULD I USE COLOUR ENERGY GLASSES?

We receive 90% of our information through our eyes. Therefore, when we wear certain 
colours of lenses in eyewear, we are able to see and feel the world through that colour. 
Simply by wearing the “COLOUR ENERGY” Glasses, the distribution of energy and har-
mony in the body is influenced (directly by that colour) since the colour acts through 
the eye directly upon our body’s physical, mental and emotional system helping us to 
improve our overall state of being.

Primsa Features
effective point of the spectrum for each colour, thus ensuring 
that they enter through the eye in their purest form!

 
the highest quality materials making them extremely durable. 
The lenses are hard coated and scratch resistant.

 
optimally fit the eye glasses to every head shape.

and is ideally suited for use as sunglasses or for sport and can 
be worn at anytime to promote your well-being (unlike most 
regular sunglasses which can distort the incoming signals 
of the various colour vibrations and cause depression and 
degeneration of the muscular and nervous systems).

eye. Also the pronounced lateral and front curvature of the 
lenses provide for an extended field of vision and good wind 
protection.

Testimonial
… I have used BLUE to contain 
and control fever in a child. 
I have used YELLOW on a child 
who was studying for an exam 
and saw instant change in the 
child’s concentration. I have used 
TURQUOISE to calm a child’s fears. 
I continue to find benefits every 
day! I have a reason why I HAVE 
to use them every day.

Judith Ann, Miramichi, NB

Stock #70715

Stock #70717
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Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Co;ou< GlaJes22
 Stock # Description

 70750 Pro Singles – Red 
 70751 Pro Singles – Orange
 70752 Pro Singles – Yellow 
 70753 Pro Singles – Green
 70754 Pro Singles – Turquoise 
 70755 Pro Singles – Blue
 70756 Pro Singles – Indigo 
 70757 Pro Singles – Violet
 70758 Pro Singles – Magenta 
 70759 Pro Singles – Pink
 70780 Set/10 Pro Glasses – 1 of Each Colour 
 70760 Large Singles – Red
 70761 Large Singles – Orange 
 70762 Large Singles – Yellow
 70763 Large Singles – Green 
 70764 Large Singles – Turquoise
 70765 Large Singles – Blue 
 70766 Large Singles – Indigo
 70767 Large Singles – Violet 
 70768 Large Singles – Magenta
 70769 Large Singles – Pink 
 70781 Set/10 Large Glasses – 1 of Each Colour
 70770 Round Singles – Red 
 70771 Round Singles – Orange
 70772 Round Singles – Yellow 
 70773 Round Singles – Green
 70774 Round Singles – Turquoise 
 70775 Round Singles – Blue
 70776 Round Singles – Indigo 
 70777 Round Singles – Violet
 70778 Round Singles – Magenta 
 70782 Set/9 Round Glasses – 1 of Each Colour

Colour Energy Glasses
Colour therapy glasses are a convenient way to incorporate colour 
therapy into your life. Simply put on a pair of these glasses and 
voilà! Instant colour therapy. Do you need to overcome negative 
thoughts? Wear red glasses. Do you need intellectual clarity? Wear 
yellow. Do you need to become calm? Wear blue. Green is good for 
an overall feeling of well being.

We naturally associate colours with emotions and feelings. We say, 
“I’m green with envy,” or “You’re yellow bellied,” or “I see red!” or 
“I’m feeling blue,” or “I’m in a black mood.” With colour therapy, 
each colour is associated with particular emotions and feelings.

Colours each have different frequencies and vibrations. When a par-
ticular colour frequency enters our body, by wearing colour glasses, for 
example, that vibration can have an effect on our emotions. It is easy 
to become out of balance. The appropriate colour may allow our feelings 
and emotions to return to a balanced state and we’ll feel better.

RED: Strength, pioneering spirit, courage, alertness, sense of power.

ORANGE: Social confidence, cheerfulness, resourcefulness, joyfulness.

YELLOW: Focus, concentration, mental clarity, memory, optimism.

GREEN: Balance, peace, stress reduction, calmness, self control, hope.

TURQUOISE: Openness, confidence, relaxation, soothing feeling.

BLUE: Mental relaxation, peace, calmness, clear communication.

INDIGO: Imagination, accurate perception, understanding, deep sleep.

VIOLET (Purple): Inspiration, calm nerves, reduced irritation, creativity.

MAGENTA (Rose):  Relaxing, soothing, gentle, balance of emotions.

BAKER-MILLER PINK: Calms aggression, stress relief, appetite suppressant.

Round Style Glasses

Large Style Glasses
Pro Style Glasses



Chromalive Elite Gold Penlight Set
Stock #70803

Also available in Silver (Stock #70804)

Chromalive  
Elite Gold 

Penlight Set
Stock #70803

Let There Be Light
Stock #BOOKLTBAU
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Chroma)ive Co;ou< Light Ferapy23

 Stock # Description

 70805 Chromalive Basic Penlight Set

 70803 Chromalive Elite Gold Penlight Set

 70804 Chromalive Elite Silver Penlight Set

 TRAINCCC Chromalive Correspondence Course – Excellent program for both the novice & seasoned practitioner

 BOOKLTB Let There Be Light Book, By Darius Dinshah – A must have for colour light therapy treatments!

Chromalive® Light Technology
To understand the effectiveness of Chromalive Colour Therapy, one must realize  
that intelligence exists within the body and beyond human comprehension. 
Every cell at the DNA level communicates with other cells in the body through 
a sophisticated language of colour light. By using the universal language of 
colour, imbalances within the body–which exist at the molecular level–can be 
corrected to restore health to each cell.

Chromalive Colour Therapy is an advanced treatment that can improve one’s 
overall well-being by balancing the body’s natural energy frequencies. Chromalive 
Colour Therapy helps to restore mental, emotional and physical equilibrium.

CHROMALIVE COLOUR LIGHT THERAPY
Chromalive Therapy treatments are based on Eastern medicine philosophy.  
The bioenergies (Yin and Yang) become imbalanced if our daily life is constantly 
stressed. Resultant of too many stresses, the balance of our life energy flow 
becomes disturbed, illnesses can manifest and the aging process is accelerated. 
Through the treatment of colour light therapy on the reflex zones or acupuncture 
points, the bioenergy of the cells and the meridians (energy paths) can be corrected. 
Subsequently the physical, emotional and mental blockages dissolve and a 
sense of well-being is restored. Chromalive uses the energy of colour that is 
amplified with crystalline energy, giving a deep cellular treatment.

CHOOSE FROM 3 DIFFERENT CHROMALIVE PENLIGHT SETS:  
BASIC, ELITE GOLD AND ELITE SILVER
Each Chromalive Penlight Set includes: One Penlight and 7 colour filters in the 
colours of Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Turquoise, Blue and Magenta; Instruction 
Booklet; durable Auramed carrying case. The Elite Penlight also includes one 
punctiform quartz crystal tip as well as one broad quartz crystal tip.

THE NEW BROAD QUARTZ CRYSTAL DESIGN
Chromalive's new broad tip design allows for wider colour light disbursement. 
The punctiform tip is ideal for specific zone treatment as the emitting light is 
a pinpoint frequency. Whereas the broad tip's circumference is approximately 
2.5cm/1 1/16" wide, which is excellent for anti-aging facial treatments or full 
body meridian massage. The specially designed smooth crystal on both the 
punctiform and broad tip allow for a treatment directly on the skin's surface 
and by touching the skin the treatment is enhanced through a reflex zone 
stimulation. This feature is unique to the Chromalive Penlight!

CHROMALIVE® –  
THE REVOLUTIONARY 
NEW LIGHT THERAPY 
SYSTEM FROM EUROPE. 
ONLY AVAILABLE 
THROUGH COLOUR  
ENERGY CORPORATION

Information subject to change without notice.

Chromalive Basic Penlight Set
Stock #70805

Chromalive Basic 
Penlight Set
Stock #70805



STEP 1: BIOFIELD ANALYSIS

The client puts her/his hand on the Biopulsar handplate and within 1-2 minutes 
an accurate energy analysis of all organs over the reflex zones is measured 
and shown graphically on the monitor in the corresponding energy colour.

STEP 2: THERAPY INSTRUCTIONS

Using the Chromalive software, follow the instructions for the Chromalive 
beauty and wellness treatment. For each organ a picture is illustrated that 
shows the precise reflex zone in either the face and/or hand for use of the 
colour therapy penlight.

STEP 3: TREATMENT

The Chromalive Penlight is then applied with the balancing colour over the 
respective reflex zone in the hand or face for a short radiation treatment 
and/or massage. Using this method of colour therapy, the energy field can 
be regulated immediately and the results can be seen on the Biopulsar!
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Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Biopulsar® Spa Wellness System
For a more personalized colour therapy treatment, it is necessary to accurately 
measure the energy condition of the client's body. This is done quite simply by 
using the Biopulsar Wellness System as your assessment tool in conjunction with 
the Chromalive Penlight.

Using the latest electronics, the bioenergetics of the organs and glands are  
measured via the reflex zones of the hand and processed by the Biopulsar’s  
software program. Within a few minutes of a hand being placed on the 
Biopulsar's sensor board, you will see a complete energetic profile displayed on 
your computer screen (see Step 2 below). The Biopulsar's program shows the 
energy colours of the individual organs and the energy field of the whole body. 

In addition to the biofeedback data, the chromatic therapy instructions are displayed.  
Individual colour treatments are illustrated for each organs’ corresponding face 
and/or hand reflex zone. Once the body’s bioenergetics are measured and  
displayed then you can apply the corresponding therapy colours over the reflex 
zones using the Chromalive Penlight. The Chromalive Penlight was especially 
developed for light therapy applications and is also sold separately. 

Testimonials
After 10 years of chronic pain in my neck from an auto 
accident I am almost completely pain free after three 
days of treatment using the Chromalive Penlight.

Murray Hayes, Aurora, ON,  
Chromalive & Biopulsar Wellness Consultant

Research has shown that cells 
not only radiate colour, but can 
also receive colour. Using reflex 
zones and acupuncture points 
as a point of entry for colour, 
the body’s mechanisms seem 
to respond to and develop with 
“colour energy.” The German 
physicist Dr. Fritz-Albert Popp 
proved that the cells of all living 
beings emit “biophotons” (also 
referred to as light quanta). 
This radiation represents a 
regulating energy field, which 
influences the total biochemical 
processes within us.

Biopulsar Spa Wellness System includes:

Single Right Handplate, Aura, Chakra and  

Chromalive Softwares, Chromalive® Basic II 

Penlight Set & Instructions. Stock # A4111

BEAUTY AND WELLNESS  
TREATMENTS IN 3 EASY STEPS 
USING THE BIOPULSAR TECHNOLOGY 
WITH COLOUR THERAPY...
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Biopulsar-Reflexograph® System
The Biopulsar-Reflexograph is the most advanced aura diagnostic tool in the 
world! The Biopulsar is a simple and accurate method of analysis for the health 
care practitioner. As well, the Biopulsar technology can be used as a bridge to 
integrate conventional and alternative methods.

This incredible holistic reflex-zone biofeedback system reads the energy of 46 
organs, which then expresses the body’s vitality in colour and in several graphic 
formats. The system shows the full body aura as well as the energy of the chakra 
system and the vitality of 46 organs (including 8 brain parts).

Testimonials
…Chronic sickness in the organs 
always shows, and is also confirmed 
by new patients. The results were 
also constant, when placing the left 
hand repeatedly on the machine. 
This means that the arrangement 
of the measuring points are reliable. 
Another point is the repeated  
measurements. Here it shows 
clearly which organs and chakras 
are chronically stressed and the 
therapeutic success or failure is 
documented. A great help for nec-
essary therapeutic adjustments… 
The accuracy of the test of the 
chakras also seems to be correct… 
again and again, it shows that the 
psychology of the prime colours 
were confirmed by the patient.

Martin V. Gutjahr, Naturopath Doctor

WHO CAN USE THE 
BIOPULSAR-REFLEXOGRAPH?
The Biopulsar biofeedback system is  
highly beneficial for medical doctors and 
a wide variety of alternative practitioners. 
The reliability of the organ biofeedback 
is superior in comparison to other more 
expensive diagnostic tools with less read-
ing capabilities. The advantage of the 
Biopulsar is its cost as well as its ability to 
integrate a conventional examination with 
a holistic diagnosis and approach. In fact, 
no other technology is as accurate or so 
deeply accesses the “colour” psyche of an 
organ and its health, as the Biopulsar.

State-of-the-Art Technology
Proven through various sciences of body language we know that organs possess a consciousness and that they react to thought 
and emotion. This consciousness is stored in every cell of the body and is detectable by using the Biopulsar technology. The 
Biopulsar-Reflexograph complements any holistic business and is a powerful tool in showing how the mind interacts with the 
psyche of the body. Therefore, the Biopulsar is an excellent tool to validate your treatments, products and services! (And clients 
appreciate the visual – seeing is believing!)

Good health is essential for a long and happy life; however, we usually only appreciate its importance when we feel poorly. 
Early detection of imbalances in the body can prevent problems later including premature aging. This is where the Biopulsar-
Reflexograph System can contribute to one’s good health through its reliable early screening technology.

The Biopulsar System allows you to monitor your client’s vital organs regularly, which will help you detect imbalances and treat 
any energetic problems before they manifest on the physical level!

Information subject to change without notice.
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HAND SENSOR DETAILS
The hand sizes of the Biopulsar sensor are described 
in the table below. The length (in mm) refers to the 
length of the palm, beginning at the carpus to the 
tip of the middle finger.

P1 – 118mm –  Small sized hand (Child)
P2 – 130mm –  Small/Medium sized hand 

(Child or very small adult hand)
P3 – 158mm – Medium sized hand
P4 – 177mm – Medium/Large sized hand
P5 – 187mm – Large sized hand

Picture illustrates a left 2-Hand Sensor board 
with coloured hand layout and white housing.

Testimonials
I just received my new programs and have  

been having a lot of fun exploring. I certainly 
feel that I made the right choice in the invest-
ment and I think it will help in developing a  

consistent client flow. Thanks!

Murray Hayes 
Biopulsar & Chromalive Practitioner

Note: Right brain/left brain comparisons can 
be done by using one left hand and one 
right hand sensor. The Organ Biofeedback 
software distinguishes between the two 
handplates and documents the informa-
tion on screen so that you can do a concise 
comparison of both sides of the body.

Biopulsar® Module Components
The Biopulsar and its software are sold as prepackaged systems or each module 
can be purchased individually. This allows you to add components as you become 
more proficient with the technology and its numerous features.

BIOPULSAR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS:
ORGAN BIOFEEDBACK SOFTWARE – The Biofeedback Software enables you 
to make a quick and uncomplicated diagnosis of the full body. This software 
includes: vitality graph with a harmony vitality line; adjustable measuring period 
(500ms–10,000ms); complete overview of the biofeedback graphs; comparative 
measuring screen presentation, record and replay function in individual length. 
Includes 3 bioresonance testing belts for head, wrist and ankle. 

AURA SOFTWARE – The Aura Software includes several options for optical 
display, interpretation and working with the human aura. All feedback is in 
real time, allowing you to record accurate before and after energy changes, 
including subtle energy shifts. This software comes with text database for the 
individualized interpretation text to be inputted (text not included) with complete 
print out capabilities.

CHAKRA SOFTWARE – The Chakra Software supports you in a detailed and 
significant chakra analysis. This module offers the following functions: dynamic 
(real-time) chakra animation; dynamic display of chakra activity in percentage 
format; and adjustable measuring period (500ms–5,000ms).

CHROMALIVE SOFTWARE – The Chromalive Software program calculates the exact 
regulation colour of each organ and gives detailed instruction for a Colour Light 
Therapy treatment that includes text and images. As well, the Software presents 
information concerning the function of individual organs and their psyche.

THERAPY ASSISTANT SOFTWARE – Many different therapy suggestions from 
classic Naturopathy to Bach Flower Remedies are offered for each organ. The 
concise presentation of the software serves for a fast selection of therapy. The 
text descriptions are short and significant, with descriptive 3-D graphics and 
animations. This software is only available in combination with the Aura software. 

BIOPULSAR HARDWARE MODULES:
SINGLE RIGHT HAND SENSOR – Available in P3 (medium) or P5 (large) handplate 
sizes. Finish is gold on light grey housing. See sidebar for description of hand sizes.

DOUBLE RIGHT OR LEFT HAND SENSOR – Available in P2 & P4 hand sizes. Finish is 
gold on light grey housing or silver with coloured hand layout on white housing.

TRIPLE LEFT HAND SENSOR – P1, P3 & P5 (Small, medium and large) hand sizes 
for children, adults and people with larger hand sizes. Finish is gold on light 
grey housing.

B/8C4lsa6 P#cKages & P2oducts24
 Stock # Description

 A4111 Biopulsar Spa Wellness System Package – Ask about our different Spa packages.

 A4010 Biopulsar-Reflexograph System Package – Ask about our different Biopulsar packages.

 BPTRAIN Biopulsar 3-Day Course – For more information and a course outline, please call. 

 TRAINBBC Biopulsar Basic Correspondence Course – For more information, please call.

 TRAINHCC Biopulsar Holistic Aura Counsellor Correspondence Course – For more information, please call. 

 BPDVD Biopulsar Conference DVD - Over 10 Hours of Biopulsar Presentations.

 70202 Biopulsar 4” x 5” Chakra Brochures – Pkg/100

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.
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Testimonials
The Aura Cleanser is dynamite. Clears up and promotes clarity when confused, was one response I got from a student unable to make 
a decision. I sprayed over her head; she sat for a moment and then became clear. It is wonderful. Blessings, 

Cathy Gordichuk, ColourEnergetics, Edmonton, AB

We use the Aura Cleanser on clients who have their polarity reversed. Instantly we can see the shift as well it distinctly shows up in 
their aura and organ vitality as more balanced.

Lee Rosanno, Biopulsar Owner & Medical Clairvoyant & John McLaughlin, Naturopathic Doctor, Rochester Hills, MI

Last week I was in Cornwall and saw a sample bottle of Aura Cleanser in a store. I had not been feeling well for weeks and had no 
energy. I decided to try it. Within 30 minutes I started to feel much better and was like that for the rest of the day. Great Product!!! I 
bought a bottle of Guardian Angel Essence Roll-On. It worked wonders also!

N. Bentley, ON

Aura Cleanser
This Essence is a highly effective patterned recipe formulated 
to erase negativity from in and around us on many distinct 
energy levels (an excellent personal Feng Shui tool to help 
you attract more positive things into your life). Aura Cleanser 
encourages energetic responses from your multi-levels of  
consciousness, clearing any negative threat, psychic or other-
wise. Also helps to heal damaged human electromagnetic 
energy fields (auras that have holes), resultant from destructive 
frequencies (cell phones, computers, etc.) and can help with 
depression and serious imbalances.

FLUFF UP YOUR AURA WITH COLOUR ENERGY’S 
HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
AURA CLEANSER!

Aura Cleanser can be used very simply by spraying directly 
above the head or to cleanse any room… great to use in 
therapy treatments and offices. Clean your work or home 
space and dispel any unnecessary lower energy frequencies 
such as negativity and other harmful rays. Therapists should 
be aware that each client in some way will leave traces of 
energy in your treatment room. Aura Cleanser can also be 
used for purifying and cleansing gemstones and crystals.

Rainbow Serpent
This incredible Alchemy Essence was created to awaken the 
Kundalini (Serpent) energy. Often our vital energy lies dormant 
at the base of the spine until it is called into action. The 
Rainbow Serpent Essence will help lift one’s Kundalini up the 
spine, touching and invigorating all of the physical Chakras 
together with their appropriate colour energy  
frequencies, thus allowing one to utilize and  
access one’s higher levels of consciousness  
to attain enlightenment.

This spray Essence can also help to bring 
about a deep alignment of all the chakras, 
releasing any hindrances that may be 
retarding one’s growth. However, if the 
energy stops and becomes stuck, it can 
be released by applying the appropriate 
Chakra Light Essence or Massage Oil.

Aura Cleanser Spray 
Mist Available in 

125ml/4oz  
Stock #60001 or 

250ml/8oz Bottles 
Stock #600B2

All our Alchemy line is made by using an Alchemy 
process that includes coded information from 
crystals, essential oils, flowers, herbs, geometric 
patterns, cosmic vibrations, planetary frequencies 
and colours. Aura Cleanser was especially created 
to help dispel negativity in areas where it is 
sprayed. Can be used instead of a smoke therapy 
such as smudging or incense.

Information subject to change without notice.

S!cia)ty EJences25
 Stock # Description

 ?????? Travel Size Aura Cleanser – 15ml Spray Bottle 

 ?????? 25 Travel Size Aura Cleanser + Acrylic Display & Headboard

 60001 Small Aura Cleanser – 125ml/4oz Spray Bottle 

 60008 12 Small Aura Cleanser + 1 Free Small Aura Cleanser

 60002 Large Aura Cleanser – 250ml/8oz Spray Bottle 

 60009 12 Large Aura Cleanser + 1 Free Large Aura Cleanser

 60050 Rainbow Serpent Spray – 125ml/4oz Spray Bottle

Rainbow Serpent Spray 
125ml/4oz  – Stock #6005
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>a?ra Light AlchemD EJences26
 Stock # Description

 60011 #1 Red Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60012 #2 Orange Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60013 #3 Yellow Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60014 #4 Green Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60015 #5 Blue Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60016 #6 Indigo Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60017 #7 Violet Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60018 #8 Turquoise Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60019 #9 Pink Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60020 #10 Magenta Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60021 #11 Gold Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60022 #12 Silver Chakra Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator
 60005 Chakra Light Essences – Set #1-7
 60006 Chakra Light Essences – Set #8-12
 60007 Chakra Light Essences –  Set #1-12 
 60311 #1 Red Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial
 60312 #2 Orange Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial 
 60313 #3 Yellow Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial
 60314 #4 Green Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial 
 60315 #5 Blue Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial
 60316 #6 Indigo Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial 
 60317 #7 Violet Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial
 60318 #8 Turquoise Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial 
 60319 #9 Pink Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial
 60320 #10 Magenta Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial 
 60321 #11 Gold Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial
 60322 #12 Silver Chakra Light Essence – 1ml Sampler Vial
 60302 Chakra Light Sampler Kit – 108 Sampler Vials 
 60200 Colour The Cosmic Code Book, by Antony Cooper

Chakra Light Essences
The language of light and colour alters the memory and substructures 
of our inner cosmic language, affecting our physiological, neurological, 
biochemical and cosmological levels of thought and attunement to 
facilitate human life to enjoy the exciting new dimensions of being.

The key to this awareness is encoded within colour and other harmonic  
structures such as essences and gemstones. The unity of your entirety 
is resultant of connecting  the body and mind to other levels of 
consciousness  – aligning your chakras. Bringing the chakras into 
harmony requires some chakras to be energized and this can be simply 
achieved through the use of our high frequency Essences. Chakra 
Light Essences have been designed to open your energy centres so 
that they are functioning radiantly and strongly.

Chakra Light Essences are available in individual 
10ml/.35oz Roll-on Clear Glass Bottles or can be  
purchased in sets.

Set of Essences #1-7  Stock #60005

Set of Essences #8-12  Stock #60006

Set of Essences #1-12 Stock #60007

Testimonials
I wish to tell you that some of my clients have had some major breakthroughs using the Chakra Essences. At the moment I am only working regularly 
with base (red). In any case, I am excited to use the Essences. You have such a great company. I feel privileged to work with you. Thanks,

Rhonda Day-Kooy, Blue Feather Books, IL

I’m loving the Chakra Light Essences and have been passing the small brochures on to other healers. 

Sue Charbonneau, Treehuggers, Timmins, ON

WHAT ARE ESSENCES?
Essences are living energies of specialty 
herbs and essential oils, charged with the 
healing power of crystalline structures. 
Chakra Light Essences are made by using 
an Alchemy process that includes coded 
information from crystals, essential oils, 
flowers, herbs, geometric patterns, cosmic 
vibrations, planetary frequencies and 
colour. Chakra Light Essences have been 
designed to open your energy centres, so 
that they are functioning actively, radiantly 
and strongly.

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Chakra Light Sampler Vials
Stock #60311-60322



Karma Light Essences 
Stock #60060-60100
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Karma Light Essences
The Karma Light line is designed with a specific pattern link to reorganize the Karmic 
program that you have been working with and learning from. These Essences 
are highly imprinted to transfer codes, patterns and harmonic structures for the 
repatterning and harmonizing of your many subtle levels, including past life links. 
Also helps to clear specific blockages and to re-establish your inner “Blueprint.” 
Clears negative Karmic energy and replaces it with positive energy pathways.

TRANSMUTE – Helps clear “personal” hindrances to achieving one’s life purpose 
by initiating transformation on different levels of consciousness. E.g. behav-
ioural patterns such as insecurity and doubt, subconscious blocks that one is 
unaware of, as well as “Karmic” conditions that are no longer relevant.

TRANSITION – Eases fear, protects from disturbing influences and promotes  
coming to terms with relationship problems. Learning to make peace by promoting 
acceptance, forgiveness and love. Helps support transitions in life such as retirement, 
moving, job loss and death. Attunes one with her/his spiritual levels. 

RELEASE – Activates the release of stored emotional patterns such as shock, 
anger, fear, etc. from recent or past experiences including: pre-birth and birth 
trauma; psychological ‘crutches’ and phobias which prevent one from advancing 
in a balanced way; and physical toxins stored in the tissues.

RE-NEW-ALL – Is patterned to respond to distorted genetically coded information 
linked to past life experiences, helping to clear blocked pathways to re-establish 
more tenable links to this particular lifetime.

COMFORT – Provides emotional balance and support for those who are grieving 
the loss of a loved one, a relationship, work, etc. This Essence is patterned to 
help one personally deal with grief and brings easier acceptance of the loss. 

Chakra Light Massage Oils
The Chakra Light range of massage oils has been developed and energized with 
a code storing and transmitting function, so as to work through the total being 
on its many levels of consciousness, passing coded messages primarily to facilitate 
harmony with the physical. Chakra Light massage oils are based on superfine 
receptive mineral oils, which have a very good memory to be able to carry their 
projected programs with integrity, to be released on the appropriate levels. 
Helping to unlock blocks, as well as accessing one’s higher levels, which can 
then produce energetic responses from one’s cellular levels.

ALCHEMY is a method to transform matter. 
COLOUR ENERGY’S ALCHEMY LINE consists of 
cosmic elixirs that were made to prolong 
one’s existence at an optimal energy level of 
being.

ESSENCE is the intrinsic nature or indispens-
able quality of something. COLOUR ENERGY’S 
ALCHEMY ESSENCES contain quintessential 
universal components required to heal body, 
mind & spirit. 

KARMA is the sum of a person’s actions in 
this and previous states of existence, which 
is believed to impact one’s fate in future 
existences. KARMA LIGHT ESSENCES were 
created to help a person stay connected to 
their purpose and path.

Ka0mI Light & AlchemD MassagL O/l27
 Stock # Description

 60060 Transmute Karma Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator 

 60070 Transition Karma Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator

 60080 Release Karma Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator 

 60090 Re-New-All Karma Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator

 60100 Comfort Karma Light Essence – 10ml/.35oz glass vial with roll-on applicator 

 60120 Karma Light Display: Includes 25 Karma Lights in 10ml Bottle & Display Stand

 60061 Transmute Karma Light Essence – 1ml  Sampler Vial 

 60071 Transition Karma Light Essence – 1ml  Sampler Vial

 60081 Release Karma Light Essence – 1ml  Sampler Vial 

 60091 Re-New-All Karma Light Essence – 1ml  Sampler Vial

 60101 Comfort Karma Light Essence – 1ml  Sampler Vial 

 60130 Specialty Essence Display: Includes 12 Each Karma Lights, Angel & Love Samplers

 60323-34 Chakra Light Massage Oil (Available in ROYGBIVTP, Gold & Silver) – 120ml/4oz  

 60040 Chakra Light Massage Oils, Set #1-7 – 120ml/4oz

 60041 Chakra Light Massage Oils, Set #1-12 – 120ml/4oz 

 60023-34 Chakra Light Massage Oil (Available in ROYGBIVTPM, Gold & Silver) – 30ml/1oz 

 60305 Chakra Light Massage Oils, Set #1-7 – 30ml/1oz 

 60307 Chakra Light Massage Oils, Set #1-12 – 30ml/1oz

Testimonials
I closed my eyes and used my intuition  

to decide which one I needed. I chose the 
Transition and Comfort and was amazed 

by how they reflected the problems  
in my life at this moment.

Wendy Jellema, Bodylogix
Brandon, SD

Karma Light Sampler Vials
Stock #60061-60101

Information subject to change without notice.
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Testimonials
Now the BIG NEWS! I gave the pink colour Unconditional 
Love Essence to my client Blanka as you kindly suggested. She 
experienced instant turn around in her condition.  
Good Qi, Ivana Uher, Bayan Health and Wellness 

One client that used the Guardian Angel Essence told me that 
she felt very protected immediately after using the Essence. I 
recommend the Guardian Angel to my clients as an aid to help 
them release past blockages.

Mrs. Pauly, SKAA, Lancaster, CA

Both my daughter and myself have used the Unconditional Love 
with amazing results. My daughter told me that she felt much 
more loving after using the Essence, which was exactly the same 
experience that I had!
Udita, Winds of Change, Courtenay, BC

The Guardian Angel Essence worked at supporting and protecting 
while I was recently in the hospital.

Cathy Gordichuk, ColourEnergetics, Edmonton, AB

Guardian Angel Essence
The Guardian Angel Essence is a powerful vibrational preparation that has been 
formulated to strengthen the auric protective grid through its influence on all of 
your subtle bodies. This deeper multidimensional patterning encourages positive  
energetic response to any intrusive energies, thereby helping to release your  
consciousness from any negative programmed response that could be restricting 
your progress. Guardian Angel supports your spiritual growth by allowing the 
higher divine energies to assist you. Each Essence comes in a beautiful gift card.

Guardian Angel reorganizes one’s protective processes, from the  
multi levels of consciousness within the cell to the higher levels of  
consciousness of our Cosmic Being! Releasing lower frequency  
patterns from one’s energy field allows for one’s spirit to be uplifted.

 
energize your etheric body.

 
programmed responses.

 
encourages a positive response to negative energies.

USING GUARDIAN ANGEL WILL SUPPORT YOU IN TIMES OF NEED  
AS IT ALLOWS YOUR “HELPERS” TO ASSIST AND SUPPORT YOU!

S!cia)ty EJences26
 Stock # Description

 60003 Unconditional Love Essence – 10ml/.35oz 

 60043 12 Unconditional Love, Display & Tester

 60004 Guardian Angel Essence – 10ml/.35oz 

 60044 12 Guardian Angel, Display & Tester

Unconditional Love Essence
Helps to build up one’s self-confidence and nurtures a good relationship with 
oneself as well as with others. This beautiful Pink Essence is useful to release 
feelings of aggression and anger. It connects us to be at one with all Creation. 
Comes in a beautiful gift card.

Allowing this higher vibrational Essence to support one's being through the 
Universal and Unconditional Love energy helps one to connect to their self-identity. 
Loving and nurturing oneself is a key factor to harmonious relationships with others.

THIS ESSENCE IS SAID TO LINK YOU TO YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE– 
TAPPING INTO YOUR PERSONAL FILES OF THE AKASHIC RECORDS.

Guardian Angel Essence 
Stock #60004 

Unconditional Love Essence 
Stock #60003

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.
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Information subject to change without notice.

Sound Essences 
 
Sound Essences are vibrational remedies that have been charged  
with chakra specific sound waves to help balance the energy body.

Everything in the universe is in a state of vibration, including each of us. Life is sound 
and sound brings life to the earth, which is why using the power of sound energy is 
one of the simplest and most effective methods of balancing the body’s energy system.

Chakra Sound Essences embrace the healing vibrations, which are found in: Sound, 
Colour, Crystals and Gems, Positive Word Affirmations, Sacred Geometry, Symbols 
and Aroma. These healing vibrations interact with the physical and energetic body to 
produce full spectrum vibrational healing for chakra balancing. Aware or unaware, 
visible or invisible, these vibrational remedies impact us powerfully. It is through using 
the full spectrum of vibration that the true essence of our being is found. 

Aura Joy
Aura Joy is a unique vibrational therapy in that it carries the imprint of 12 notes, 
the seven whole notes that correspond to the seven main chakras and the five 
semitones that serve as vibrational bridges for the whole notes. Aura Joy is a full 
spectrum vibrational remedy restoring balance to the body as it embraces the seven 
aspects of healing vibration found in Sound, Colour, Aroma, Crystals and Gems, 
Ancient Symbols, Sacred Geometry and Positive Word Affirmations. When these 
seven aspects of vibrational healing are harnessed together and brought into our 
lives through Aura Joy, they bring joy, vitality, balance and a renewed zest for life. 

Aura Joy can be used anywhere at any time for anything. Use it as a pick-me-up 
aromatherapy spray, or if feeling out of sorts. If there is emotional turmoil or 
trauma, Aura Joy helps to positively shift the emotions.

Chakra Sound Essences
Chakra Sound Essences are subtle energy remedies created from the healing 
vibration of sound from the crystal bowls. These essences are charged with colour 
and sound vibrations as well as with the information imprint of chosen crystals and 
gemstones, sacred geometry, ancient symbology, and positive word vibrations.

The whole notes C,D,E,F,G,A, and B resonate with the seven main chakras. The 
five semitones C#, Eb, F#, G#, and Bb are bridges for the seven chakras located on 
the back of the body supporting the transitional aspects of the spine.

DID YOU KNOW... 
SOUND IS AN  AUDIBLE 

FORM OF COLOUR

The Sound Essence misters can 
serve as a body or room mister, 
with the potential to balance the 
chakras of more than one person. 

A practical example is to mist the 
room with the blue throat chakra 
atomizer just before a business 
meeting to ensure positive group 
productivity and communication.

Aura Joy Essence Mister 
Stock #61002

Set of 7 Whole Note 
Chakra Essences 

Stock # 61201

Set of 5 Semitones 
in an Acrylic Display 

Stock #61203

S%unM EJences27
 Stock # Description 

 61002 Aura Joy Spray Mister, 60ml/2oz 

 61003 Set of 12 + 1 Tester Aura Joy Spray Misters 

 61012 Root Chakra C-Note Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz  

 61022 Sacral Chakra D-Note Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz

 61032 Solar Plexus Chakra E-Note Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz 

 61042 Heart Chakra F-Note Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz

 61052 Throat Chakra G-Note Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz 

 61062 Brow Chakra A-Note Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz

 61072 Crown Chakra B-Note Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz 

 61082 Bb-Note Semitone Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz

 61092 C#-Note Semitone Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz 

 61102 Eb-Note Semitone Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz

 61112 F#-Note Semitone Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz 

 61122 G#-Note Semitone Sound Essence Mister, 60ml/2oz

 61200 Set of 7 Whole Note Sound Essence Misters 

 61201 Set of 7 Whole Note Sound Essence Misters & Acrylic Display

 61202 Set of 5 Semitone Sound Essence Misters 

 61203 Set of 5 Semitone Sound Essence Misters & Acrylic Display
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Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Chakra Incense
Incense is an ancient art of blending together fragrant gifts of nature conducive for transport and release. Resins, 
herbs, spices, oils, flowers, leaves and barks are gathered and combined (using traditional formulas) to create Colour 
Energy’s line of Ayurvedic incense sticks. 

Using our incense allows the user to be transported. Incense stimulates and heightens the sense of smell. Incense can be 
used to awaken and to create pleasant dreams, to revitalize and to sooth, to heal and calm the emotions, to centre the 
mind and enhance meditation, to uplift and energize, to clear scattered thoughts and to be at peace.

More Sound Essences 
Meridian Sound Essences
Elemental Sound essences are meridian paired essences relating to the Five Element 
Theory: Fire, Earth, Metal, Water, and Wood. Each Elemental Sound Essence has the 
yin and yang component for making seven essences for the fourteen meridians. 
The Fire Element consists of four meridians, two sub-elements of Ministerial Fire 
relating to the Heart and Small Intestine meridians, and Sovereign Fire relating to the 
Circulation/Sex and Triple Warmer meridians. Earth relates to Spleen and Stomach 
meridians, Metal relates to Lung and Large Intestine meridians, Water relates to 
Kidney and Bladder meridians, and Wood relates to Liver and Gall Bladder meridians. 
Central and Governing meridians combined complete the set of seven.

Elemental Sound Essences can be placed anywhere directly on the skin. Some 
believe that placing a drop of Elemental Sound Essence on the beginning or end 
of the meridian will further enhance its value.

The Essence of Sound 
Spiral Bound Book 

Stock # 61405

Sound Essences Chart – Stock # 61450 

Western Herbs Chart – Stock # 61460

S%unM EJences27
 Stock # Description 

 61301 Meridian Sound Essence Oil, Yin/Yang, 8ml/.3oz 

 61311 Meridian Sound Essence Oil, Fire/Ministerial, 8ml/.3oz

 61321 Meridian Sound Essence Oil, Fire/Sovereign, 8ml/.3oz 

 61331 Meridian Sound Essence Oil, Earth, 8ml/.3oz

 61341 Meridian Sound Essence Oil, Metal, 8ml/.3oz 

 61351 Meridian Sound Essence Oil, Water, 8ml/.3oz

 61361 Meridian Sound Essence Oil, Wood, 8ml/.3oz 

 61370 Set of 7 Meridian Sound Essence Oils

 61405 The Essence of Sound Spiral Bound Book 

 61440 Western Herbs for Eastern Meridians Manual

 61420 Western Herbs for Eastern Meridians DVD 

 61450 Vibrational Healing with the Sound Essences Chart, 8.5” x 11”

 61460 Western Herbs for Eastern Meridians Chart, 8.5” x 11”

>a?ra INcense28
 Stock # Description 

 70601 Red Mooladhara Incense, Package of 10 Sticks 

 70602 Orange Swadhishtana Incense, Package of 10 Sticks

 70603 Yellow Manipura Incense, Package of 10 Sticks 

 70604 Green Anahata Incense, Package of 10 Sticks

 70605 Blue Ajneya Incense, Package of 10 Sticks 

 70606 Indigo Vishuddhi Incense, Package of 10 Sticks

 70607 Violet Sahasrara Incense, Package of 10 Sticks 

 70611 Set of 28 Incense Packages (4 of each colour)

Set of 7  
Chakra Incense Packages 

Stock #’s 70601-7
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 Stock # Description 

 70301-7 Chakra Silk Scarf, 8” x 54” – Available in ROYGBI & Violet (Specify Colour) 

 70308 Chakra Silk Scarves – Set of 7 Scarves (ROYGBIV)

 70309 Rainbow Silk Scarf, 8” x 54” 

 70310 Rainbow Silk Scarf/Shawl, 14” x 70”

 70312 Rainbow Silk Scarf, 20” x 20” 

 70313 Rainbow Silk Scarf, 45” x 45”

 70314 Rainbow Triangle Shawl with Fringe, 40” x 65” 

 70315 Rainbow Sarong or Massage/Table Cover, 45” x 70”

 70311 Rainbow Velvet Silk Scarf/Shawl with Fringe, 14” x 70” 

 70316 Marbled Rainbow Silk Scarf/Shawl, 8” x 54”

 70317 Marbled Rainbow Silk Scarf/Shawl, 14” x 70” 

 70318 Marbled Rainbow Silk Scarf, 20” x 20”

 70319 Marbled Rainbow Sarong or Massage/Table Cover, 45” x 70”  

 70321 Chiffon Rainbow Silk Scarf/Shawl, 22” x 70”

 70322 Chiffon Rainbow Silk Scarf/Shawl, 20” x 20”
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Eye/B%d= P/@oB
 Stock # Description

 70401 Red Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Root Chakra, Grounding & Passion 

 70402 Orange Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Spleen Chakra, Joy & Happiness

 70403 Yellow Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Solar Plexus Chakra & Mental Clarity 

 70404 Green Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Heart Chakra, Love & Peace

 70405 Blue Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Throat Chakra, Purity & Calmness 

 70406 Indigo Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Brow Chakra, Meditation & Intution

 70407 Violet Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Crown Chakra, Creativity & Divinity 

 70408 Turquoise Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Thymus Chakra, Harmony & Optimism

 70409 Pink Silk Eye/Body Pillow – Cosmic Chakra, Universal Love & Creation 

 70411 Silk Eye/Body Pillows – Set of 9 Pillows (ROYGBIV, Turquoise & Magenta)

 70412 Silk Eye/Body Pillow Kit – Set of 9 Pillows & Display Box

Chakra Silk Scarves by Zohara
COLOUR ENERGY is the main distributor of Zohara’s beautiful and vibrant 
silk chakra scarves. Each scarf is hand dyed using environmentally friendly 
water-based pigments, then signed by the artist to create a truly one-of-a- 
kind gift. The marbled texture combined with the sensuality of silk pleasures 
the wearer in a delightful and sensory way. Silk responds to colour and these 
exciting scarves enhance any outfit worn. 

COLOUR ENERGY is pleased to offer you a wide variety of silk scarves at 
incredible prices! The various sizes of the scarves make excellent hair bands, 
belts, altar, table or massage bed covers. The applications are endless!

Chakra Silk Scarves
Stock #’s 70301-7 (ROYGBIV)

Set of 7 Scarves (1 of each colour) – Stock #70308

Each Chakra Scarf is individually packaged in a clear box or  
bag and includes a beautiful and informative bookmark, which 
describes the healing properties of each chakra colour as well 
as its correlation to the Bagua for Feng Shui applications. Also 
includes information on the colour’s connection to gemstones, 

astrological signs and a few attributes that each colour will evoke.

Chakra Silk Eye/Body Pillows
Each Silk Eye/Body Pillow is luxuriously filled with organic lavender blossoms 
and flax seeds. Relax your eyes, soothe your mind and calm your spirit. Simply 
place this beautiful silk eye/body pillow over your eyes, on the correlating 
chakra or where needed. The perfectly balanced weight of the naturally 
cooling flax seeds and peaceful scent of lavender will help to release your 
stress, while soothing your psyche and your soul! 

Using the Rolls Royce of silk leaves your skin delighted with its rich feeling. 
These lavender scented Chakra Pillows are made with the intention to subtly 
support an energy centre. Use while resting or napping, to relieve any eye 
strain or to enhance meditation.

Chakra Silk Eye/Body Pillows
Stock #’s 70401-9 (ROYGBIV, Turquoise & Magenta)
Set of 9 Pillows (1 of each colour) – Stock #70411

Testimonials
People always comment on how stunning my 
Rainbow scarf is. I love the way the colours 
enhance my outfits, but most importantly I 
love how it makes me feel!

W.S.W., Consumer Email

We love the Chakra Silk Eye Pillows, but not 
as much as our clientele! The exciting colour 
and relaxing aroma make this a truly amazing, 
individual product. We are proud to carry it!

Andrea Goutier, Manager, Sabil Thai Spa

Rainbow  
Sarong/Massage  

Table Cover
Stock #70315
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Stock #70317
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Ashbury’s – The Aromatherapy 
Division of Colour Energy®
Ashbury’s is a worldwide supplier of pure, unadulterated therapeutic quality 
essential oils, carrier oils, bottles, containers and closures, body care products, 
aromatherapy decoder wheels, diffusers and Dead Sea salts.

The merger with Colour Energy has created the opportunity for Ashbury’s to 
expand and offer a wider range of products. Our goal is to continue to provide 
the best service, the optimum therapeutic aromatherapy products to our clients; 
ensure quality & purity control; to persist in sourcing out the most natural and 
highest grade essential oils, carrier oils and body care products. We feel that the 
most effective way to do this is to listen to your input. We are very pleased to 
work with people who are like-minded and want to support others with the best 
natural products and healing modalities.

Our clientele include Aromatherapists, Aromatherapy Schools, Stores, Health 
Care Centres, Therapists, Doctors, Practitioners, Healing Centres, Hospitals, Spas 
and many small businesses that make Ashbury’s their one stop shop. 

Clients have expressed their appreciation for the therapeutic quality of our products 
and the knowledgeable and efficient service provided by our team.

ESSENTIAL OILS & CARRIER OILS 
Many of our essential oils and carriers oils are organic. All of them are tested for 
quality and purity and are sourced from the country of origin as plants tend to 
flourish in the soil, altitude and climate they originate in. Therefore no pesticides 
or herbicides are needed. Certificate of analysis, specifications and MSDS sheets 
are available upon request. As part of our wonderful service, we also special order 
in oils such as Mastic, Meadowfoam Seed oil and other natural unadulterated 
therapeutic quality essential oils and carrier oils. 

BOTTLES, CONTAINERS, CLOSURES & PUMPS 
We carry a large inventory of containers and lids. Our selection includes amber 
and blue glass bottles, HDPE natural plastic bottles, clear and blue Cosmo bottles 
(oval and round), clear, frosted or blue glass vials and jars. Sizes range from 1 dram 
to 20 litres, depending on the style.   
Closures include misters, disc caps, lock tops, screw caps, droppers, pumps, tamper 
evident and non tamper evident caps with and without reducers. We also special order 
in various other products such as tins, inhalers and perfume bottles to name a few.  
 
PRIVATE LABELLING & SIGNATURE BLENDS 
We offer private labelling on all our essential oils, therapeutic and chakra blends, 
carrier oils, liquid deodorant, Dead Sea salts, shampoo, conditioners and skin 
care products. Our very talented Aromatherapist, Mina Mahdavi, is available to 
help create your own signature blends. Mina has been Ashbury’s aromatherapist 
for several years, blending, creating and ensuring top quality for your aroma-
therapy needs. We have received many compliments and much appreciation for 
all she does and for her wonderful custom blends.

NO MATTER HOW BIG OR SMALL 
YOUR BUSINESS IS, WE CARRY A 
WIDE ASSORTMENT OF SUPPLIES 
IN SINGLE OR BULK QUANTITIES!

CALL FOR A QUOTE ON YOUR 
OWN LINE OF AROMATHERAPY 
PRODUCTS AS WELL AS YOUR 

CONTAINER AND CLOSURE NEEDS.
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COLOUR ENERGY & ASHBURY’S ARE YOUR 
ONE-STOP COLOUR AND AROMATHERAPY 

SHOP... FOR THE NOVICE, SEASONED  
AROMATHERAPIST AND PRACTITIONER, 

HEALTH CENTRE & RETAIL OUTLET.

Contact your Colour Energy representative for ordering details.

Canada Toll Free: 1 800 225.1226   International: 1 604 687.3757  
Privacy
Terms & Conditions
Disclaimer

Copyright © 2006. Ashbury's Aromatherapy 

Recover password 

Username

Password

Log in Log in  RegisterRegister

Our broad range of quality products addresses the needs of 
Aromatherapists, Massage Therapists, Holistic Healers, Estheticians, 
Spas, Gift Stores, Salons, Book Stores, Health Food Stores, 
MetaPhysical stores and other complementary healing businesses. 
We will work with you to create your personal environmental 
fragrances for your Home or Work environment. 

Accessories

Bath & Body Care

Bottles &Containers

Carrier Oils

Displays

Essential Oil Blends

Essential Oils

Hydrosols

Kits

Gift Certificates
Discount Items
Packages

View cart
Checkout

Items: 2
Total: CA$30.90

Hydrosol  Lavender 240ml 
Soothing & antiseptic. Suitable for all skin 
types. Helps with eczema, razor burn and 
sun burn. A stress relieving spray for the face 
and body. Great for "hot flashes". Maybe 
used to calm children. Spray on bed linens 
for cooling in the summer. Promotes sleep.

Our price: CA$15.95 (US$ 13.56)

Quantity:

Hydrosol  Lavender 240ml 
Soothing & antiseptic. Suitable for all skin 
types. Helps with eczema, razor burn and 
sun burn. A stress relieving spray for the face 
and body. Great for "hot flashes". Maybe 
used to calm children. Spray on bed linens 
for cooling in the summer. Promotes sleep.

Our price: CA$15.95 (US$ 13.56)

Quantity:

!"#$%%&%%!$'(%%&%%)"*+,)+USER: YOU ARE NOT LOGED

http://www.ashburys.com/
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Colour Energy Kits & Prepacks
 
COLOUR ENERGY has created several prepacks that are ready to use. These packs include items that enhance a colour 
therapy experience through a sensory adventure. As well, COLOUR ENERGY offers kits that contain colour-coded products 
in a display. All COLOUR ENERGY tools are part of the complete COLOUR ENERGY concept.

A colour treatment is more empowering than a temporary relaxation treatment often offered 
in spas. Colour Energy’s program is not only for the physical body but also for the mind and 
spirit. Strengthen your body and your mind and spirit will be energized! 

TRY A COLOUR ENERGY TREATMENT TODAY! 

Testimonials
Thanks so much for this info and all 
the other useful info your company 

sends. We started dedicating a display 
area for the color of the month and  
it’s really generating some attention 
and some sales. I have tremendous 

appreciation for all the support 
that I get from Colour Energy.

Joan Pape, New Moon Rising 
Mount Horeb, WI

1 Colour Bath  
Envelope Kit
Stock #51103

2 Colour Bath  
Bottle Kit

Stock #51105

3 Dead Sea  
Salt Kit

Stock #60751

Energy Bath Starter Pack
Stock #31312U-7

Available in 9 different colours

5 Colour Energy  
Complete Oil Kit

Stock #KIT C

6 Chakra Blend 
Sampler Kit
Stock #40055

7 Therapeutic  
Blend Display

Stock #42010

7 Therapeutic Blend 
Sampler Kit
Stock #42052

Colour Bath Sampler Gift Pack
Stock #31201-9

Information subject to change without notice.

Colour Bath 
Sampler Kit Display

Stock #31212

Energy Bath Starter  
Pack Contents



Following is a brief description of each colour:

RED Energy
PHYSICAL: Body, Strength, Life Force

EMOTIONAL: Passion, Motivation
MENTAL: Practical Thinking

SPIRITUALLY: I Exist ORANGE Energy
PHYSICAL: Lower Digestive System

EMOTIONAL: Feelings, Sensing Abilities
MENTAL: Creativity, Enthusiasm

SPIRITUALLY: I Feel YELLOW Energy
PHYSICAL: Upper Digestive System

EMOTIONAL: Uplifting, Personal Power
MENTAL: Linear Thinking, Reasoning

SPIRITUALLY: I Think

GREEN Energy
PHYSICAL: Respiratory Tract

EMOTIONAL: Heartfelt Feelings, Relationship
MENTAL: Transformation, Growth

SPIRITUALLY: I Love

INDIGO Energy
PHYSICAL: Pituitary Gland & Memory

EMOTIONAL: Empathy & Understanding
MENTAL: Intuitive Awarenes

SPIRITUALLY: I Expand VIOLET Energy
PHYSICAL: Pineal Gland & Brain
EMOTIONAL: Inspiration & Bliss

MENTAL: Spiritual Minded & Visionary
SPIRITUALLY: I Am PINK Energy

PHYSICAL: Cosmic Connection
EMOTIONAL: Love, Kindness

MENTAL: Universal Consciousness 
SPIRITUALLY: We Are One

TURQUOISE Energy
PHYSICAL: Immune System

EMOTIONAL: Harmony
MENTAL: Heart & Mind Integration

SPIRITUALLY: I Love BLUE Energy
PHYSICAL: Thyroid & Hormones

EMOTIONAL: Conceptual Awareness
MENTAL: Wisdom, Holistic Thought

SPIRITUALLY: I Will

COLOUR ENERGY CORPORATION

Head Office: 1696 West 75th Avenue, Vancouver, British Columbia, V6P 6G2, Canada
U.S. Warehouse: 19044 NE 165 Place, Woodinville, WA  98072, USA

 


